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Abstract
Deuterium and tritium are expected to be used as fuel in the first fusion
reactors. Energy is released as kinetic energy of ions and neutrons, when
deuterium reacts with tritium. One way to convert the kinetic energy to
electrical energy, is to let the ions and neutrons hit the reactor wall and
convert the heat that is caused by the particle bombardment to electrical
energy with ordinary thermal conversion.
If the kinetic energy of the ions instead is converted directly to electrical
energy, a higher efficiency of the energy conversion is possible. The majority of the fusion energy is released as kinetic energy of neutrons, when
deuterium reacts with tritium. Fusion reactions such as the D-D reactions,
the D_3He reaction and the p-1113 reaction, where a larger part of the fusion energy becomes kinetic energy of charged particles, appears therefore
more suitable for direct conversion. Since they have lower reactivity than the
D-T reaction, they need a larger OBO2 t give sufficiently high fusion power
density. Because of this, the fusion configurations spherical torus (ST) and
field-reversed configuration (FRC), where high values are possible, appear
interesting.
Rosenbluth and Hinton come in 3 to the conclusion that efficient direct
conversion isn't possible in closed field line systems and that open geometries,
which facilitate direct conversion, provide inadequate confinement for D_3 He.
It is confirmed in this study that it doesn't seem possible to achieve as
high direct conversion efficiency in closed systems as in open systems. ST
and FRC fusion power plants that utilize direct conversion seem however
interesting.
Calculations with the help of Maple indicate that the reactor parameters
needed for a D-D ST and a D_3He ST hopefully are possible to achieve. The
best energy conversion option for a D-D or D_3 He ST appears to be direct
electrodynamic conversion (DEC) together with ordinary thermal conversion
or liquid metal MHD conversion (LMMHD). For a D-T ST, LMMHD seems
suitable.
The FRC is suitable for application of direct energy converters, since
an FC plasma is surrounded by open magnetic field lines. Venetian-blind
(VB) collectors and traveling wave direct energy converters can give a high
energy conversion efficiency. Reactor studies indicate that the COE may
become lower for a D_3He FRC than for a D-T tokamak.
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1. Introduction

1

Introduction

The first fusion reactors are expected to use deuterium and tritium as fuel.
When deuterium reacts with tritium, energy is released as kinetic energy of
ions and neutrons. The walls of the reactors are then hit by ions and neutrons
and are therefore heated. The heat energy can be taken up by the coolant
that then produces steam that can drive generators. The efficiency of such
a conversion of heat energy to electrical energy is limited to approximately
40%.
If the kinetic energy of the ions is converted directly to electrical energy,
a higher efficiency of the energy conversion is possible. Unfortunately the
majority of the fusion energy is released as kinetic energy of neutrons, if the
D-T reaction is used. Therefore other fusion reactions where a larger fraction
of the fusion energy is released as kinetic energy of ions may be more suitable
for direct conversion.
Except the possibility of higher efficiency of the energy conversion, such
reactions also have other advantages. The neutron wall load becomes lower
and no tritium breeding blanket is needed. There are, however, also drawbacks. The reactivities are lower and the thermal wall load due to ion bombardment becomes higher.
So the questions are:
• Is it possible to build profitable fusion reactors that use direct conversion together with other fusion reactions than the D-T reaction?
• Can direct conversion also become useful for D-T fusion reactors?

2

Fusion fuels

There are some different fusion reactions, that may be used in a fusion reactor. In this section some reactions are discussed and then the D-T and the
D_3He reaction are compared.
2.1

Fusion reactions

Let us first discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different fusion
reactions. In Table some reactions are listed.
The D-T reaction requires the lowest temperature and has the largest
fusion reactivity, of all the fusion reactions. Unfortunately only 20% of the
fusion energy is released as kinetic energy of charged particles. The rest is
released as 14.1 MeV neutrons. Part of the energy of the charged particles is
also lost as radiation, so only a small fraction of the fusion energy is available
for direct energy conversion.
There are three major reaction schemes that use deuterium as the primary fuel 1].
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Name
D-T
D-D-n
D-D-p
D_3He
P_6Li
P_1113
3He_3 He

Fusion reaction and energy release (MeV)
D + T
4He(3.52) + n(14.07)
D + D
3 He(O.82) + n(2.45)
D + D
T(1-01) + p(3.02)
D + 3 He , 4 He(3.66) + p(14.6)
P
6Li
4He(l.72) + 3 He(2.29)
p +
B
34He
3He + 3 He - 2p
4 He

Yield (MeV)
17.59
3.27
4.03
18.30
4.02
8.66
12.86

Table 1: Fusion reactions.

1. The uncatalyzed DD reaction. Only the D-D-n and the D-D-p reaction
are used. Deuterons react with each other and the probabilities for the
reactions D-D-n and D-D-p are approximately equal for all energies
likely to be of interest in fusion applications. The 3He and T that are
produced are removed before they can react with the deuterium and
can be used to fuel other reactors. Of the total energy release 66.4 is
available as kinetic energy of charged particles and 33.6% appears as
2.45 MeV neutrons.
2. The semi-catalyzed DD reaction. The three reactions D-D-n, D-D-p
and D_3He are used. The D_3He reaction occurs between the 3He
produced in the D-D-n reaction and the primary deuterium fuel. The
3He that escapes from confinement are reinjected into the plasma. The
tritium produced is stored until it beta decays into 3He. The resulting
3He can be used as fuel in other fusion reactors. 90.4% of the fusion
energy is released in the form of kinetic energy of charged particles and
the rest as 245 MeV neutrons.
3. The catalyzed DD reaction. The four reactions D-D-n, D-D-p, D_3 He
and D-T are used. The 3 He and
produced by the primary DD
reactions are reinjected into the plasma until they react with the deuterium. Approximately 61.8% of the fusion energy becomes charged
particle energy, the rest becomes neutron energy. The neutron energy
appears in the form of 245 MeV and 14.1 MeV neutrons. They cause
radiological, shielding and material problems almost as severe as they
would be in a D-T reactor. An important environmental advantage of
using the catalyzed DD reaction instead of the D-T reaction is however
the lower concentration of tritium.
The DD reaction schemes have some advantages. Deuterium occurs naturally
in very large quantities. No tritium breeding blanket is needed. In all the
three DD reaction schemes a large fraction of the fusion energy is released
as charged particle energy. The DD reaction schemes are therefore suitable
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for direct energy conversion.
The D-3He reaction releases all of its energy as charged particle energy
and is because of that very suitable for direct energy conversion. Because of
the deuterium, some D-D and D-T reactions also occur in a D_3He plasma, so
a little neutrons are produced in such a plasma as well. The D_3He reaction
has the second largest fusion reactivity of all the fusion reactions in Table .
Fig.
shows the ignition conditions for D-T, catalyzed DD and D_3He.
Obtaining the required 3He is not very easy. There is not enough 3He on our
Confinement Parameter

rtEE

(M-3sec)

1023
D-3He
--- Cat.D-D
1022
L

1021

D-T

1020
1

10
Temperature

100
T ( keV

1000

Figure 1: Ignition conditions for D-T, catalyzed DD and

D_3 He.

From 21.)

planet. Therefore it has to be either obtained from space 3 He can hopefully
be mined from Lunar soil) or produced artificially with the help of nuclear
reactions.
The three last reactions in Table I also release all of their energy as
charged particle energy. The neutrons produced by side reactions, if any,
are very few. Unfortunately they have lower fusion reactivities than all the
other fusion reactions in Table .
2.2

Comparison between D-T and

D_3 He

Since the D-'He reaction appears to be the second easiest reaction after the
D-T reaction to build a fusion reactor for, it is interesting to compare the
two reactions. In 31 it is estimated how much larger than,3TE for D-T, TE
for D_3 He has to be, to give the same ignition margin. The fusion power
densities and the electricity producing power densities for the two reactions
are also compared. The following comparison is similar to the comparison in
[31, but somewhat different in the respect that
is defined in another way.

8
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The approximations of the plasma power losses are also done in different
ways in the two comparisons.
The volume-averaged fusion power density for a fusion reaction is
P = < n I n2T-Ef >
where nj and n2 are the densities for the reacting fuel species. The energy
per fusion reaction Ef is 17.59 MeV for D-T and 18.30 MeV for D_3 He. The
fusion reactivity is TT. The ratio UTIT 2 where T is the temperature in eV,
is approximately constant in the plasma volume. So if n = n = n/2 and
n, is the density of the electrons, P is
2

P =

1

4

<n 2 -a-v->Efo <(neT )2>

O-V

Ef (21LO

2

T2

n
n + ne

02

B 4 O'v Ef
0 T2
(2)

where Bo means the toroidal component of the external magnetic field (the
value of
with no plasma present) at the magnetic axis for toroidal fusion
configurations. For configurations with open field lines Bo means \<B2>.
The beta value
is
0

<(n + n,)eT>
B 02/2po

(3)

To find out if the required reactor parameters for a D_3 He reactor appear
possible to achieve and if D_3 He can compete with D-T, the OTE needed for
ignition and the electricity producing power densities for the two reactions
are compared.
2.2.1

Ignition

Let us now calculate approximately how much greater OTE has to be in a
D_3 He fueled reactor than in a D-T fueled reactor, if both exactly reach
ignition.
The ignition condition for a fusion plasma is
f

>

(n
2<3

+ n,)eT>
TE
+ P, + P, y

(4)

where P, and Py are the volume-averaged bremsstrahlung and synchrotron
radiation power losses per unit volume rspectively. The factor f, is the
fraction of fusion energy in charged particles and TE is the energy confinement
time.
The bremsstrahlung power per unit volume can be calculated with the
formula
Pb = 1 7

10-38Zff

-n e

- VT

(5)
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where
Zni
1b
n,

Zff

(6)

and Zi are the nuclear charges of the ion species in units of e. The synchrotron radiation power loss per unit volume for a plasma torus can be
approximated with the formula from 171.
Py

2 2
WOWB

--

T e

7r

(,T,e
TTT 3/2

60

(7)

W2

__
7_LL'-VF:B
J_ R) X1

where
X

2b , [27rT e
Radi V ?:C2

W2 =
0

7rnee2

.36

1012,

M

WB

eB 3 10" (8)
= -me -

R is the wall reflectivity, m is the electron mass, b is the plasma minor radius
and Radi is the plasma major radius.
In 5.1 and 53 Maple programs are described that among other things
calculate (Pb, + Py)lPf for a D-T spherical torus and for a D_3He spherical
torus with = 49%, with the help of the equations (5) and 7). It should
be noted here that
= 49% is an optimistic assumption. If such a high
0 value isn't possible, the synchrotron radiation power loss becomes larger.
The synchrotron radiation power losses for different beta values are discussed
later. (Pb, + Py)lPf became 0014 for the D-T spherical torus and 037 for
the D_3He spherical torus, so in the following calculations (Pb, + ,y)lPf for
a D-T plasma and a D_3 He plasma are approximated with 0014 and 037
respectively. If the portion of fusion power deposited in a D-T plasma is
equal to the plasma losses
P =

< 32

n + n,)eT>
3OB20
0. 186,rE
0.372,rE 2O

since
0.2 for D-T. If a D_3He plasma, where
at least has to be
PY -

<3
2

n + n,)eT>
0.63TE

(9)

1, is used instead

3,3B2
1.26,rE 2O

f

(10)

for ignition. It is now possible to compare the D-T plasma with the D_3He
plasma. The equations 2) 9 and (10) give
5

2 Ef

-T-UIT

2

)D-T

42(Ef - Tv/T2),,_3H.

1.26(OBO2TE)D -1H,
0.37203B2'rE)D-T
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The temperatures 13.8 keV for the D-T plasma and 59.5 keV for the D_3 He
2 If the plasmas have those temperatures, then
plasma maximize
OT/T2

)D-T

;_-

3. 8

(12)

(-jrv-/T2 63H,
which can be shown with the help of the formulas for the reactivities in [4]_
Insertion of equation 12) in equation (11) gives
2
(OBOTE)D-'He
WB2 TE) D-T

--

24

(13)

If Bo for D-T is equal to Bo for D_3He
(O'rE)D-"H,
(OTE)D-T

24

(14)

So OTE has to be approximately 24 times greater in a D_3 He fueled reactor
than in a D-T fueled reactor, if both have the same Bo and exactly reach
ignition.
A fusion reactor, however, doesn't have to reach ignition. An advantage
with WHe is that direct conversion of the fusion energy may be used, instead
of thermal conversion that is used for D-T. Therefore the conversion of the
energy that leaves the plasma to both energy that is sent back to the plasma
and to the electrical output energy, may become more efficient in a D_3 He
reactor than in a D-T reactor.
Fig. 2 shows the fraction of the fusion energy that leaves a WHe plasma
as kinetic energy of charged particles (P,.1,IPJ), becomes bremsstrahlung
losses (PblPf) and becomes synchrotron radiation losses
VlPf), if the
temperature is 70 keV, the wall reflectivity is 099 and the ratio of ash-particle
to energy confinement times is 2 In the calculation of the approximation
(Pb, + Py)lPf = 037 for the WHe plasma, somewhat different parameters
were used (see 53), but it can be seen that the figure gives values close to
the approximation for values around 50%. If 0 is very high (Pb, + PV)lPf
becomes a little less. For low
values a large fraction of the fusion power is
lost as synchrotron radiation. Then the value of Pb, + P,, depends much on
how much synchrotron radiation power that can be reflected back into the
plasma.
Fig. 3 illustrates the ignition condition for different reflectivities, both for
D_3 He and the catalyzed DD reaction according to 2]. A reactor that has the
parameter values that a point on one of the curves in the figure represents,
exactly reach ignition. As can be seen the 13 value, that a reactor needs to
exactly reach ignition, is much lower, if the reflectivity is 0999 instead of
0.99.
Mainly WHe reactions occur in the WHe plasma, so the D-D reactions
and D-T reactions in the plasma could e neglected in the approximate

2. Fusion fuels

Power Fraction
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Figure 2 Calculated power fraction for D-'He. From 2)
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Figure 3 Ignition conditions for different reflectivities. (From 21.)
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calculations above. The D-D and D-T reactions in the plasma unfortunately
produce neutrons. In a D_3 He plasma with 50% D and 50% 'He the neutron
production is much higher than in a plasma with 15% D and 85% 3 He, but
of course also much lower than in a D-T plasma.
If 15% D and 85% 3 He is assumed in the calculations above, the factor
1/4 in equation 2) has to be replaced by 015 0.85 for the D_3 He plasma.
Calculations similar to the calculations for the 50% D and 50% 3 He mixture above can be performed for the 15% D and 85% 3 He mixture, that
produces fewer neutrons, as well. If calculations are performed according to
the same principle as the calculations above, the correspondence to equation
(14) becomes
WTE63He
(OTE)D-T

for the 15% D and 85%
2.2.2

3 He

61

(15)

mixture.

Power density

The volume-averaged fusion power density is important for the cost of electricity of a fusion reactor, so it is interesting to compare the power densities
for a D_3 He and a D-T plasma. If the densities for the reacting fuel species
are equal and the temperatures maximize -57T/T2 in both plasmas, the equa
tions 2) and 12) give
(Pf)D-T

Pt 80.8(02B 04 )D-T
(02B')D_3He
0

(pf)D_3He

For a

D_3 He

plasma with 15% D ad 85%
(Pf)D-T
(pf)D_3He

P5

3 He

(16)

we instead get

206p2 B 04) D-T
('32BO)D_3He
4

(17)

Since direct energy conversion in a D_3 He reactor can be more efficient than
thermal conversion in a D-T reactor, the fusion power density doesn't have to
be as high for D_3 He as for D-T. If the direct conversion is twice as efficient
as thermal conversion, the ratios for electricity producing power densities
becomes half as large as corresponding ratios for the power densities in the
equations 16) and 17). Thus, to get the same electricity producing power
densities 02 B 04 has to be 40 times greater for D_3 He than for D-T, if the
D_3 He plasma has 50% D and 50% 3 He. For the mixture 15% D and 85%
3He a 103 times greater value is required.
2.2.3

Can

D_3 He

compete with D-T?

Now let's compare a D-T reactor with
= 6 with a D_3 He reactor that
has the same Bo as the D-T reactor. For equal electricity producing power

2. Fusion fuels

densities, the beta values 38% and 61% are required for a D_3He mixture
with 50% and 15% D respectively. The required values are high.
Pl 40%
has however already been obtained in the ST experiment START 221, so an
ST with = 38% may be possible.
= 61% seems very hard to obtain in an
ST, but may be possible to obtain in an FRC (field-reversed configuration).
But wouldn't it be possible to use a larger Bo in the D_3 He reactor than
in the D-T eactor? It is probably hard to achieve a larger Bo in an ST than
in a conventional D-T tokamak. A compact tokamak can however have a
large Bo, but unfortunately only relatively low
values. A D_3He compact
tokamak, with twice as large Bo and the same as a D-T reactor, would have
a 16 times greater,32B 40 than the D-T reactor. Then the electricity producing
power density wouldn't be as high in the D_3He compact tokamak as in the
D-T reactor. If the fuel mixture is 50% D and 50% 3 He, a 25 times larger Bo
in the D_3He compact tokamak is required for the same electricity producing
power density in the D_3 He compact tokamak as in the D-T reactor. Even if
that would become possible, the large synchrotron radiation power, because
of the low,8 value, may become a problem in the D_3 He compact tokamak.
, - 5-10% for D-T tokarnaks or stellarators is believed to be adequate to
yield economical reactor power densities 3 The discussion above indicates
therefore that economical power densities for D_3He may be possible as well,
provided that high beta values can be obtained. But if fusion configurations
with high beta values enough really were possible, wouldn't it be more profitable to use D-T in them instead? Perhaps not. The D-T fuel might not
be able to fully utilize a fusion configuration where such a high beta value
is possible, because of the material neutron load limits. It should however
be noted that the thermal load on the reactor wall in a D_3He reactor may
cause problems as well.
Suppose that beta values that give high power densities enough are possible. It will then depend on how much power the reactor walls can handle
and how much power that can be prevented from hitting the walls, which
fuel that can reach the highest power density.
Let's assume that direct conversion of the energy of the charged particles
to electricity can prevent 60% of the fusion power from hitting the reactor
wall in a D_3He reactor. That appears at least possible if a fusion configuration with open field lines could be used, where the majority of the charged
particles could be led along the open magnetic field lines to a direct energy
converter. In a D-T reactor 80% of the fusion energy is released as 14.1 MeV
neutrons and that energy can not be handled by direct conversion. Thus,
the neutron power that hits the walls of the D-T reactor would be twice as
high as the thermal power that hits the walls of the D-'He reactor, if the
reactors have the same power density, volume and wall area.
The maximal thermal and neutron wall load are difficult to determine.
They are dependent on the materials used and how often the reactor walls
are replaced. The neutron wall load is an other kind of load than the thermal

13
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load that is caused by the charged particles. The neutrons causes structural
damage in the wall material, so the reactor walls have to be replaced after a
certain time. Different thermal and neutron loads are assumed in different
reactor studies, but according to [51
(maximal neutron wall load)D-T
(maximal heat wall load)D_311,,

2

(18)

appears to be a fair approximation.
The reactor walls appears then to be able to handle approximately the
same power densities in a D_3He reactor as in a D-T reactor. Since the D_3He
reactor would have a more efficient energy conversion, the highest possible
electricity producing power density would be higher for a WHe reactor than
for a D-T reactor.
The most important conclusions from the comparison between D-T and
D_3He are:
• The D_3He reaction needs a larger OB20 than the D-T reaction, to give
sufficiently high fusion power density, since it has lower reactivity than
the D-T reaction. Therefore a high
value is desirable for a D_3He
reactor.
•

3

If a D_3He reactor with high value enough is possible, it may perhaps
even become more profitable than a D-T reactor. The reason for that
is that D-T fuel might not be able to fully utilize a fusion configuration
with very high
value, because of the material neutron load limits.

Energy conversion

In this section different ways to convert fusion energy to electrical energy are
discussed.
3.1

Direct collection

One way to convert the kinetic energy of charged particles released in nuclear
reactions to electrical energy is direct collection 6 The basic idea is to
convert the kinetic energy of the particles to potential energy, by decelerating
them and then collect them on high-voltage plates.
A small well-defined plasma stream is needed to minimize the size of the
direct-collection unit. In open systems, such as mirrors for example, the
plasma stream is easily obtained, since the plasma leaks ot along the open
field lines. For fusion configurations with closed field lines a divertor can be
used to obtain the plasma stream.
If neutrons reach the direct-collection nit, they can amage and activate
it. To prevent this, the charged particles can be led through a curved path

3. Energy conversion

by curved magnetic field lines. Since neutrons are uncharged, they will not
follow the field lines. The neutrons can instead be directed into an absorbing
neutron trap.
The conversion of the kinetic energy of the charged particles to electrical
energy can be divided in three main steps:
1. Expansion. The plasma stream moves along diverging magnetic field
lines and almost all perpendicular plasma particle energy is converted
into parallel particle energy. Because of the small mass of the electrons, they will generally get larger parallel velocities than the ions.
The velocity difference creates an ambipolar electrostatic field in the
expander. This field transfers electron energy to the ions, by accelerating them.
The magnetic expansion also serves an other purpose, it reduces the
density of the plasma stream. Thereby space charge and heating effects
in the collector, are decreased.
2. Separation. Ions and electrons are separated from each other, by magnetic or electrostatic fields. The ions then enter the collector structure.
Since the electron energy is much smaller than the ion energy, it suffices
to convert the electron energy with a thermal converter.
3. Collection. In the collector structure, the ions are decelerated and
collected by one or more high-voltage plates. The ions strike the collectors, and are neutralized. To keep the pressure on a suitable level,
the neutral atoms are pumped out.
If multiple collectors are used, conversion to a common voltage is suitable
and this conversion can be accomplished with high efficiency.
3.1.1

Venetian-blind collectors

A two-stage venetian-blind (VB) collector 6][71 is illustrated in Fig. 4 After
the magnetic expansion, the plasma stream reaches the collector structure.
Electrons are reflected by the negative electron-reflector grid and collected
by the grounded electron collector. Ions pass through the electron-reflector.
The collector slats have a high positive potential and the potential of the
final solid collector is even higher. If the ions have enough kinetic energy,
they can pass the collector slats and strike the final collector. The ions follow
parabolic trajectories and if they can't reach the final collector, they may
strike the collector slats.
A VB collector can have one collector plate, but can also have several
stages. More stages can give higher efficiency, but little gain in efficiency can
be accomplished if more than four or five rows of slats are used.
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Figure 4 Two-stage VB collector.

The size of the expander needed for a VB collector is quit large. For
a 1000 MW mirror reactor for example an expander-collector unit with the
length 85 m is proposed 6].

3.1.2

E x B collectors

A crossed electric field can be superimposed on the magnetic guide field
from the expander so that the charged particles in the plasma drift with the
velocity (E x B) / B2 perpendicular to the magnetic field. Then particles with
high velocity parallel to the magnetic field are deflected less than particles
with low parallel velocity 6].
Because of the relatively high velocity of the electrons, they undergo
little deflection. Ions with high energy are deflected less than low energy
ions. Thus, electrons can be separated from the ions and ions with different
energies can be collected with different plates.

3.1.3

Cyclotron-resonance collectors

In a cyclotron-resonance collector 6 the electrons can be separated from
the ion beam with for example grids, like in a VB collector. The ions then
follow the magnetic guide field from the expander into the collector region.
A constant electric field parallel to the guide field is used to decelerate the
ions.

3. Energy conversion

Transverse spatially periodic fields (electric, magnetic, or both) are superimposed on the longitudinal
and E fields. The ions gyrate around the
magnetic guide field lines at the cyclotron frequency
= eB/,mi,,,. When
a ion is decelerated to a velocity wA/27r parallel to the guide field, where A
represents the spatial periodicity of the fields, cyclotron resonance occurs.
If it is resonance long enough, the gyroradius of the ion will increase so
much that the ion is swept out of the beam and onto a collecting plate. Ions
with different energies are not swept out at the same place, so they can be
collected with different plates.
3.2

raveling wave direct energy converters

If the 14.7 MeV fusion protons in the exhaust plasma of an FRC/D_3 He reactor is separated from the thermal ions, the kinetic energy of the protons can
be converted to electrical energy by a traveling wave direct energy converter
(TWDEC) [8][9].
A TWDEC consists of a modulator and a decelerator. The proton beam
first enters the modulator. The modulator consists of a series of grid structures. In the modulator the proton beam is bunched by an electrostatic
traveling wave or electrostatic standing waves.
Then the bunched beam enters the decelerator. The decelerator also
consists of a series of grid structures. In the decelerator the energy conversion
takes place. The bunched proton beam induces electric potentials on the
grids. Then, because of the construction of the series of grid structures and
transmission circuits connected to each grid structure, a traveling wave is
spontaneously excited. The phase velocity of the traveling wave gets the
same direction as the beam and decreases spatially in the direction of the
beam. The bunched protons are trapped and decelerated by the traveling
wave and the kinetic energy of the protons is converted to electricity.
3.3

MHD generators

In an MHD generator the kinetic energy of particles in a conducting fluid,
that flows across magnetic field lines, is converted directly into electricity.
There are two basic types of MHD operation 6:
1. Alternating current (ac) MHD. Inductive coupling is used to produce
an ac current in an external circuit.
2. Direct current (dc) MHD. An electric current is produced, that flows
between electrodes through the plasma.
An advantage of ac operation is that direct contact between electrodes
and the plasma can be avoided. Several kinds of ac MHD generators can
be envisioned. One possible generator type is the traveling-wave generator.
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In a traveling-wave generator a traveling magnetic wave retards the flowing
plasma. The flow energy is thereby converted to an electrical current in the
magnetic field coils.
In Fig. some different types of de MHD generators [10i are illustrated.
When a plasma stream flows, perpendicular to a magnetic field, between and

L
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Circuit

CATHODE

FARADAY
Segmented

DIAGONAL

ANODE RING
CAT HODE R
FIELD COOL

DISK

Figure 5: MHD generator configurations. (From [101.)

parallel to two electrodes, the ions are forced towards one of the electrodes
and the electrons are forced towards the other electrode. The reason for that
is the magnetic force qv x
that acts i opposite directions on ions and
electrons.
If a load is connected to the electrodes a current flows through the plasma
and the load. Because of the Hall effect the urrent and electric field vectors
will not be parallel. The electric field will have an axial component and it is
therefore necessary to segment the electrodes.
In the diagonal configuration cathodes are connected to anodes and
placed in such a way, that the internal electric field is approximately the
same as it would be in a segmented configuration. In the disk configuration
a current transverse to the gas flow travels in circles, and power is delivered
via the Hall field and the Hall current.

4. Application to fusion configurations

A fusion plasma has a high temperature and is fully ionized. Therefore
the conductivity of the plasma is very high. Unfortunately that may prevent
adequate magnetic field penetration into the plasma. One possible solution
to the field-penetration problem is to heat a gas, such as helium, in the
blanket region of the fusion reactor and use the heated gas as the working
fluid of the MHD generator. A liquid metal, for example lithium, could also
serve as the working fluid.

4

Application to fusion configurations

4.1

Closed systems

If direct collection, for example with a VB collector, is used to convert fusion
energy to electrical energy, a plasma stream is needed. In a closed fusion
configuration a divertor can be used to accomplish the plasma stream.
A VB collector needs however as mentioned a large expander. It might
be very hard to expand the divertor field lines so much, that a low enough
density for a VB collector is obtained.
In the WHe tokamak study Apollo [11], no suitable means of utilizing
electrostatic direct conversion in a tokamak were found. Instead conversion
of synchrotron radiation to electricity using rectermas (rectifying antennas)
combined with an organic coolant thermal cycle was proposed.
Another important D_3He tokamak study is called ARIES-III. Fourteen
energy conversion options were considered for ARIES-III 12]. Four were
chosen for further study:
1. Liquid metal MHD conversion (LMMHD) A liquid metal is heated and
mixed with a volatile liquid or a gas. The liquid or gas expands and
accelerates the liquid metal. The mixture is then led through an MHD
generator. The expected efficiency of the conversion to electricity is
50% to 61%.
2. Plasma MHD conversion (PMHD). Helium is used as the working fluid
of an MHD generator. To get sufficient electrical conductivity, the He
working fluid is seeded with a small amount of Cs or K. The predicted
efficiency is 64%, if PMHD is combined with a Rankine steam cycle.
3. Direct electrodynamic conversion (DEC) for a spherical torus (ST, or
very low aspect ratio tokamak). The DEC would consist of a chamber
above the core plasma. The scrape-off layer plasma would be diverted
into the chamber and particle drifts would be used to separate ions
from electrons. Then the ions would be collected on one plate and the
electrons on an other plate. The efficiency is estimated to be 50%.
4. Synchrotron radiation conversion by rectennas. The conversion to electricity is expected to have 80% efficiency.
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Table 2 shows the estimated cost of electricity (COE), for the tokamak
studies discussed above and some other fusion configurations. There are of
Fusion configuration
ARIES-I (D-T tokamak)
ARIES-II (D-T tokamak)
ARIES-III (D-'He tokamak)
Apollo (D-'He tokamak)
D-T FRC
Artemis (D_3 He FRQ
Wisconsin (D_3He FRQ
Table 2
[141.)

COE in

(mill/kW
81
67
83
77
58
29
45

h)

COE for some fusion configurations. (Based on [5], [11],

13] and

course uncertainties in the estimations, but there is a risk that the COE
would be higher for a D_3He tokamak, than for a D-T tokamak.
An ST has a high
and appears therefore suitable for D_3 He fuel. Thus
an ST utilizing DEC and D_3 He, might be a competitive alternative. The
reversed-field pinch (RFP) has also a high

and might also be an interesting

configuration. The stellarator on the other hand appears, because of its low
0, not suitable for D_3 He fuel.
4.2

Open systems

4.2.1

Magnetic-mirrors

Since Magnetic-mirrors have open field lines, they are very suitable for direct
energy conversion.

A single-stage VB collector was experimentaly tested

together with a tandem mirror experiment device, with good result.
obtained net efficiency was 48%

The

71.

Magnetic-mirrors are stable to high

values

50%), but suffer unfor-

tunately from energy transport problems [5].

There is a big risk that the

ignition margin for WHe cannot be overcome

3J_

4.2.2

Field-reversed configurations

The schematic drawing in Fig.

6 illustrates a field-yeveysed configuration

(FRC). An FRC has both open and closed magnetic field lines.
conceptual design of the FRC/D_3He reactor Artemis

In

the

131, the plasma is

heated by means of energetic deuterium neutral beam injection (NBT). The
injected particles also form an ion beam current, that is needed to sustain
the plasma in a steady-state equilibrium.
FRC plasmas have very high

values. Artemis

value 90% and TE = 209 s. The high

as, for example, the

value makes the FRC suitable for

4. Application to fusion configurations
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Figure 6 Schematic drawing of FRC. (From [2j.)

D-'He fuel. It may also be possible to use other fuels. Rostoker et al. [15]
suggest an FRC that uses the p1B reaction and utilizes direct conversion.
Since an FRC plasma is surrounded by open magnetic field lines, it is suitable for application of direct energy converters. An analysis of a conceptual
FRC/D-'He fusion power plant, where the WISC (University of Wisconsin)
fusion power plant analysis code was used, has been performed 141. In that
study electrostatic direct conversion is assumed. Artemis uses a combination
of VB collectors and traveling wave direct energy converters. The exhaust
plasma contains both 14.7 MeV fusion protons and thermal ions with lower
energy. The kinetic energy of the protons is converted to electrical energy by
traveling wave direct energy converters while the energy of the thermal ions
is converted to electricity by VB collectors. The efficiencies of the traveling
wave direct energy converters and the VB collectors are expected to be 76%
and 65% respectively.
The fusion protons can be separated from the thermal components in
different ways. One possibility is to use a double-cusp magnetic field configuration 161. Another possibility is to use the curvature drift or the E x B
drift 191.
In the Artemis design the fusion power is 1610 MW. The radiation power,
the neutron power and the thermal power from the VB collectors are converted to electrical power with a thermal converter. The total electrical
power, that the direct conversion and thermal conversion give, is 1052 MW.
10 MW is used for the plasma heating and
MW of that power reaches the
plasma. The total amount of electrical power that is used in the power plant
is 52 MW, so the electrical output power is 1000 MW.
The electrical output power, if thermal conversion with the efficiency
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40% and no direct conversion were used, can be calculated to illustrate the
importance of direct conversion. If we assume that the power plant is run in
the same way as before except that the output power is decreased as much
as the total electrical power produced, the output power becomes
(0.4.(1610 + 5 - 52) MW = 594 MW
Thus, direct conversion is very important for the profitability of Artemis.
The COE for the Wisconsin FRC is estimated to be 45 mill/kWh in
1992$. The estimated Cost Of 3He, which was assumed to be mined from Lunar soil, accounts for only 8% of the COE. The COE for Artemis is estimated
to 29 mll/kWh. In Table 2 it can be seen that Artemis and the Wisconsin
FRC has lower estimated COE than all the other fusion configurations in
the table.

5

The spherical torus

Since high values are possible in an ST, it is interesting to investigate the
possibility to use D_3 He or D-D fuel in the ST. In this section the D-T, sernicatalyzed DD and D_3 He reaction will be considered. The semi-catalyzed DD
reaction was chosen, since a large fraction of the fusion energy is released
in the form of kinetic energy of charged particles, if that reaction scheme is
used.
The fusion power density for a fusion reaction between two different ion
species is
Pf 12 = n 1n2-a5v-Ef

(l 9)

where n I and n2 are the densities for the reacting fuel species and Ef ,, is the
energy per fusion reaction. For the D-D reactions the fusion power densities
are
PY =

nDnD
2

-5TEfus

(20)

The total fusion power density for a fusion plasma is the sum of the fusion
power densities for all the fusion reactions that take place. Regardless of
if it is a D-T, D-D or D_3 He reactor, the fusion reactions that occur in the
plasma are the D-T, D-D-n, D-D-p and D_3 He reaction. The fusion energy is
released partly as kinetic energy of charged particles and partly as neutron
energy, see Table . The total fusion power density can be written
Pf-s

= PfusCh + PfusN

(21)

where PfuCh
is the part of the fusion power density that becomes charged
particle power density and PfuN
is the part that becomes neutron power
density.

5. The spherical torus
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Fig. 7 illustrates the power flow in an ST power plant, that uses direct conversion. It is assumed that a direct converter is used, that convert
the kinetic energy of the charged particles in the scrape-off layer plasma to
electricity.
Pf-1.
PI
tor

pf_'+P'
IF
(I - rl') PI

r7pk,(17,h(Pd+

Pf.N+(1

- r,)P,,)+

lp,,-

,Ih
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(Pw +P,,+
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17,) PI)
d
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Produced electrical
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r1l) PI)+rld PI- P.

P_
P,

per unit volume

Electrical output
power density

Figure 7 Power flow in an ST power plant.
In the rest of this section intermediate calculations are omitted for simplification. The calculations are performed as if the plasma parameters were
constant in the whole plasma and the resulting equations are assumed to
hold for the volume-averaged plasma parameters, which is a reasonable approximation.
Energy leaves the fusion reactor either as radiation or as kinetic energy
of charged particles and neutrons. The total power per unit volume that
reaches the scrape-off layer plasma as kinetic energy of charged particles,
through conduction and convection, is
3neT + E
nieT
PM = 2
2

(22)

TE

where n, is the density of the electrons and ni are the densities for the ion
species that occur in the plasma. T is the temperature in eV and is assumed
to be equal for the electrons and all the ion species.
The electrical power per unit volume produced by the direct converter is
the efficiency of the direct conversion 71d multiplied by PM. The rest Of PM,
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the neutron power per unit volume fusN and the radiation power per unit
volume that leaves the plasma Pad, are sent to a thermal converter.
Part of the total electrical power produced is sent back to the plasma
with the efficiency pi,,,. The rest is the sum of the electrical output power
of the power plant P, and Ptf. Ptf means here the electrical power that is
used in the power plant for other things than power input to the plasma. If
the part of the total electrical power produced per unit volume that isn't sent
back to the plasma is called Pt and the efficiency of the thermal converter
is qth, the part of the electrical power per unit volume that heats the plasma
is
nPin(?7th(Prad + PfusN + (

-

7d)Ph)

The plasma is also heated by f,,,Ch. The plasma is cooled by
The loss power equals the heating power so
Pch + Pad

(23)

qdPh - P,.t)

PfusCh + 7?Pin (77th (Pad + Pf uN + (

Ph

- N) Ph)

and

Pmd-

+

(24)

+'qdPh - Po.t)

The radiation power loss per unit volume consists mainly of bremsstrahlung
and synchrotron radiation power losses per unit volume, P,

and P,,, and

can be written
Pad = P

+

sy

(25)

since the rest of the radiation can be neglected. The bremsstrahlung power
per unit volume can be calculated with equation (5). The synchrotron radiation power loss per unit volume can be approximated with equation

7.

To investigate the possibility to use different fusion fuels and direct conversion, a Maple program for D-T fuel, a program for D-D fuel and a program
for D_3He fuel were written. Te
A,

5.1

Maple programs can be found in Appendix

and C.

D-T

fuel

The Maple program for the D-T fuel first sets some parameters for the fusion
reactor to suitable values. To get suitable parameter values in the program,
many of the parameters were chosen to the same values as they have in
the ST power plant design ARIES-ST [18].

Table 3 shows some parameter

values that were chosen and some parameter values from the ARIES-ST
design. Ptf for ARIES-ST is approximated in the table with the coil ohmic
losses for ARIES-ST. In the calculations i

the program the plasma volume

is approximated with an elliptical torus. The longer half axis of the elliptical
plasma cross section is in this text denoted with a and the shorter half axis,
also called plasma minor radius, is denoted with b.

5. The spherical torus
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Parameters
Plasma major radius, Radi (m)
Plasma minor radius, b (m)
Plasma vertical elongation,
Toroidal magnetic field, Bo (T)
The wall reflectivity, R
Thermal conversion efficiency, qth
Direct conversion efficiency, d
Efficiency of the power input to the plasma, 7pi.,,
Electrical output power, P, (MW)
Ptf MW)

Chosen
3.2
2
3.7
2.1
0.997
0.4
0
0.8
1000
329

ARIES-ST
3.2
2
3.7
2.1
0.45
0
1000
- 329

Table 3 Start parameters.

The densities of the different ion species are calculated with the equation
system
nD
nHe
nAlf.

np
n

(26)

nT

(n2/2

TDDn - nD

(nT

nD -

V-DT

(nD

nHe

UUDHe +

nT

+

nD

+

nHe

+
+

nHe

nD

5TDHe)

- nHe

n2

nAlfa

THe

757V-DI-e) -'rAlfa

/2 - 5;-V-DDp)

P

+ np

(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)

where nT, nD, nHe, nAlfa and np are the densities of tritium ions, deuterium
ions, 3He ions, 4 He ions and protons. n is the total ion density and ri are
the particle confinement times for the different ion species.
The total amounts of 3He ions, 4He ions and protons are approximately
equal to the produced particles of the ion species during the particle confinement time minus the particles of the ion species that reacts during the same
time. That gives the equations

27),

28) and

All the particle confinement times are set to
tual design of an ST power plant described in

29).
Ah = 56 s. In the concep191 the particle confinement

time was 4,rE. To get the same TAhITE, the program was tested some times
and TAh was adjusted so that

Ah/,rE became 4.

Results in the ST experiment START indicate a strong increase of the
average

over Bo by

70% due to strong poloidal field toward plasma edge

and enhanced toroidal field in the plasma core 1221. Therefore the magnetic
field

that is used in. equation

7) is set to 1.7BO in the program.
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With the help of the chosen parameter values, the equation system for
the densities, the equations used earlier in this section, expressions for the
fusion reactivities from 41 and the definition of the value
,3

(n + n,)eT
B2/(2tto)
0

(31)

both sides of equation 24) can be calculated, if the values of , TE and T
are chosen. Equation 24) can thus be regarded as an equation where only
0, -rE and T are unknown. In the D-T program a surface of solutions to
equation 24) and the plane T
16000 eV is plotted. The plot is shown
in Fig. 8. The ion temperature in the ARIES-ST design is 16000 eV. That
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Figure 8: A surface of possible combinations of
the plane T = 16000 eV.

4

T.25

, -rE and T together with

temperature appears reasonable, although the plot in Fig.
shows that a
somewhat lower temperature may require a little lower and shorter TE So
T = 16000 eV is chosen in the program.
Then equation 24) becomes an equation where only
and TE are unknown and can be plotted as a function of -rE. Such a plot together with a
dotted line which represents values of and TE that would give the recirculating power fraction 035 is shown in Fig. 9 Every point on the solid curve
in Fig. 9 represents a 13 and a TE that, together with the chosen temperature,
is a solution to equation 24).
In the program the solution
41.8
and T = 14 s
chosen. If
the chosen , TE and T are a physically possible solution, the expression
(23) must not be negative. Therefore expression 23) is checked and it turns
out to be positive. After that some parameters for the fusion reactor are
calculated. Table 4 shows some parameter values that were calculated or
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Figure 9 The solid line represents possible values of,3 and -E. The dotted
line represents values of
and E that would give the recirculating power
fraction 035.

chosen with the help of the program and some parameter values from the
ARIES-ST design.
The recirculating power fraction is the electrical power that is used in
the power plant divided by the total amount of produced electrical power
in the power plant. It is important for the profitability of a fusion reactor
that the recirculating power fraction is sufficiently small. Here it is assumed
that the toroidal-field coils are made of normal conducting materials. If it
becomes possible to use superconductors in the toroidal-field coils, a smaller
recirculating power fraction will be possible.
The plasma current is calculated with the help of the equation
JO.85
TE = 283

0048

.2 .3rO.5
Radi 1 bo ,
(n,/io2O)O.l PO.2 A0.5
0
s
pO.5

where I is the plasma current in MA,

(32)

is a/b, A is the average atomic

mass in AMU and P is the applied power (the right hand side of equation
(24) multiplied by V)

in MW. The expression forrE in equation

32) is the

ITER-89P scaling multiplier for ARIES-ST 283 from [181 multiplied by the
ITER-89P expression forrE from

201.

Experimental results indicate that it is difficult to maintain H-mode confinement while increasing the density above the Greenwald value
nGreenwald __': I -

T2

10 20

(33)

where I is the plasma current in MA, with gas puff fuelling 1271. As can be
seen in Table 4 ne is well below the Greenwald value.
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Parameters
Ion temperature (keV)
Electron temperature (keV)
Toroidal beta,
(%)
Energy confinement time, TE W
Recirculating power fraction
Neutron wall load, PmuN (MW/M2)
Total ion density, n (10 20/M3)
Plasma current, I (MA)
Edge safety factor qdg,
Poloidal beta Toroidal beta
Bremsstrahlung power (MW)
Synchrotron radiation power (MW)

Prog.
16.0
16.0
41.8
1.4
0.30
4.4
1.39
25.5
0.72
8.1
5.0
47.7
0.88

PradlPfus

0.014

n,/nGreenwald

ARIES-ST
16.0
16.5
50.4
0.34
4.1
1.41
28.4

Table 4 Parameters that the program gives and parameters from ARIES-ST.

Poloidal beta
toroidal beta and the edge safety factor are calculated
with formulas from 23]. The edge safety factor %dg, is calculated with the
help of the approximate formula for I in

5bBo

CIE

qedge
where CI =
It

122 - 0.68E and

can be seen in

that

there is

(I

E2)2

1+
2

2

(34)

is the inverse aspect ratio.

Table 4 that

corresponding values in

MA

the values that

the program gave and

the ARIES-ST design are similar.

It

is reasonable

a certain difference between the values, partly since the start

parameters for the program in Table 3 are not exactly equal to corresponding
parameters in

the ARIES-ST design.

It

is

also so that

Xenon impurity is

added to the plasma in the ARIES-ST power plant.
The last part of the program computes how much more electrical output
power that

can be produced, if direct conversion is used.

how much the electrical output

power is

increased,

It

also calculates

if instead the thermal

conversion has a higher efficiency.
Fig. 10 shows the electrical output power increase divided by the original
electrical output power as a function of
the power plant is
in

run in

produced electricity

is

d, if direct conversion is used and

the same way as before except that
used to increase the output power.

the increase
In

Fig.

the electrical output power increase divided by the original electrical output
power as a function Of'qth, if no direct conversion is used, can be seen.
As mentioned in 41

several energy conversion options were considered for

ARIES-III and four were chosen for further study. Two of them, direct elec-
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trodynamic conversion (DEC) and liquid metal MHD conversion (LMMHD),
are applicable for an ST 121. The efficiency of the DEC is estimated to be
-50% according to 12]. It is however unclear whether the efficiency of the
conversion of the energy of the charged particles that reaches the converter
or the total efficiency of the direct conversion qd is meant. If the efficiency
of the conversion of the energy of the charged particles that reaches the converter instead of hitting the reactor wall is meant, qd becomes somewhat
lower. The expected qth if LMMHD is used is 50% to 61%.
With the help of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 it can be seen that LMMHD appears
to be a better energy conversion option than the DEC for a D-T ST. The
DEC together with ordinary thermal conversion may however be better than
just ordinary thermal conversion.
5.2
The
tion
load
that

D-D fuel
maximum power per unit volume that may hit the reactor wall as radiaand kinetic energy of charged particles is limited by the allowed thermal
on the wall, the volume V of the fusion plasma and the area of the wall
surrounds the plasma Area.
V - Pad +

(

-

7d -

h)

OmaxTh Area

(35)

where 0,aTh is the thermal load on the wall. In the Maple program for the
D-D fuel OmaTh is set to 4.6. 10' W/M2, which is the value that was used
in the RFP reactor study TITAN 211.
When the semi-catalyzed DD reaction' is used, the equation system for
the densities of the different ion species becomes
(36)

nHe nD 'TDHc

D /2 'TTDDn
nT

(n2

nAlf a

2 -5TDDp -

nT

-nD -6FVDT)

(nT nD 3_VDT +

nD

nH,

+ n 2 /2

TT

(37)

7DH, - TAlf a

(38)

np

=

(nD

n

=

nT + nD + nHe + nAlfa + np

nHe

57-V-DI[e

5TDDp)

TP

(39)
(40)

Since the semi-catalyzed DD reaction is used, the 3He that escapes from
confinement are reinjected into the plasma. Therefore the produced amount
of 'He must be equal to the amount of 3He that reacts with the deuterium,
which gives equation 36). The total amounts of T ions, 4He ions and protons
are approximately equal to the produced articles of the ion species during
the particle confinement time minus the particles of the ion species that
reacts during the same time. That gives te equations 37), 38) and 39).
'In
2.1.

this section semi-catalyzed DD reaction mans something a little different than in
The difference is that in 21 the tritium ions were assumed to leave the plasma so

fast that they wouldn't react with other ions, but here it is assumed that they have the
particle confinement time TT and that some of them therefore react with deuterium.
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Calculations described in 241 indicate that it probably is hard to find a
sensible set of reactor parameters for a D_3 He ST with copper toroidal-field
coils. It is however hopefully possible to use superconductors in the toroidalfield coils, so it is here assumed that superconducting toroidal-field coils are
used both in the D-D and the D_3 He case. Table shows some parameters
for a superconducting D_3He ST design from 241.
Parameters
Plasma major radius, Radi (m)
Plasma minor radius, b (m)
Plasma vertical elongation, r.
Toroidal magnetic field, Bo (T)
Toroidal beta, (%)
Electrical output power, P, (MW)

Values
5.25
3.75
3.0
2.7
62
500

Table 5: Parameters for a superconducting D_3He ST design from 241.

To get suitable parameters for a D-D ST and lower
and higher P,
than in Table 5, Radi and b in the program are set to scale multiplied by
corresponding parameters in Table and Bo in the program is set to Bscale
multiplied by Bo in Table 5. After some testing of the program scale = 1.1
and Bscale = 1.55 was chosen. The same
as in Table is used in the
program. The rest of the start parameters can be seen in Table 6.
Parameters
The magnetic field,
Particle confinement time, TAh (s)
The wall reflectivity, R
Thermal conversion efficiency, qth
Direct conversion efficiency, 77d
Efficiency of the power input to the plasma, pi,,
Electrical output power, P, (MW)
Ptf MW)

Values
1-7Bo
24
0.997
0.4
0.5
0.8
1000
50

Table 6 Start parameters.

Just as in the D-T case, equation 24) can be regarded as an equation
where only , TE and T are unknown. To find a suitable temperature for
the fusion plasma, a surface of solutions to the equation is plotted. Fig. 12
shows the surface of solutions together with the plane T = 41000 eV. The
temperature should be such that the and the TE that are needed become
as small as possible. Therefore T = 41000 eV appears to be a good choice
and T is set to that value.
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Figure 12: A surface of possible combinations of
the plane T = 41000 eV.

12

a.r

TE

and T together with

Then equation 24) becomes an equation where only
and TE are unknown and
can be plotted as a function of TE. The solid line in Fig. 13 is
such a plot. There is also a dashed line and a dotted line in the figure. The
dashed line represents the combinations of
and TE that solves equation
(35). The chosen values of and TE have to be a solution to equation 24).
To get a solution that gives a thermal load on the wall
P,Th
a solution
below or on the dashed line should be chosen. The dotted line represents values of and TE that gives the recirculating power fraction 035 and makes it
easier to chose a combination of and TE that gives a suitable recirculating
power fraction. In the D-D program
= 032 and TE = 5 s is chosen.
The centre column of Table 7 shows some parameter values that were
calculated or chosen with the help of the program. The right column of
Table 7 shows some parameter values that the program gave if Bscale = 126
was used instead of Bscale = 1.55.
It depends on which confinement enhancement H and energy confinement
time scaling relation that is used in the calculation of the plasma current I
how large the calculated I becomes. One energy confinement time scaling
relation is the IPB98(y,2) scaling from 127]
TE

= 00562 I9'Bo-15
0.69n0.41 MO-19Radil .9760.58KO.78
0 PI-OSS
e
a

(41)

Another is the IPB98(yl) scaling also from 271
TE

= 0.0503. H

15p,-0.65 0.44m0.13
1 9'Bon,
Rad i2.0560.57KO.72
0
OS
a

(42)

In both equation 41) and 42) 1 is measured in MA, P,
is the loss power
in MW, M is the average ion mass in AMU, n, is measured in 1019 m- 3,
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Figure 13: The solid line represents possible values of and E. The dashed
line represents the combinations of,3 and TE that solves equation 35). The
dotted line represents values of and -rE that would give the recirculating
power fraction 035.

Parameters
Ion temperature (keV)
Electron temperature (keV)
Toroidal beta, (%)
Energy confinement time, TE W
Recirculating power fraction
Neutron wall load, Pa.,N (MW/M 2)
Total ion density, n (10 20/M3)
Plasma current IPB98(y,2) (MA)
H for IPB98(yl)
Plasma current IPB98(yl) (MA)
n'/nGreenwald

Edge safety factor

Bscale = 126
41
41
48
14
0.39
0.41
1.58
280
2.15
96
0.99

9.7

8.0

Toroidal beta

3.9

2.7

Bremsstrahlung power (MW)

793

779

Synchrotron radiation power (MW)

220

131

0.38

0.35

Poloidal beta

Prad / Pf us
Table 7

%dge

Bscale = 1.55
41
41
32
15
0.39
0.42
1.60
290
2.2
97
0.99

Parameters that the D-D program gives.
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E is the inverse aspect ratio and
is the area of the plasma cross section
2
divided by b
Because of the lower reactivity and the higher temperature in both a
D-D reactor and a WHe reactor compared to a D-T reactor, one expects
both the D-D ST and the D_3 He ST to need a larger I than the D-T ST.
The temperature dependence is contained implicitly in PI... in the equations
(41) and 42). A higher temperature results in a larger P... which makes
the required I larger, if all the other parameters are constant.
Experimental results in the ST experiments START and MAST indicate
that the IPB98(y,2) scaling can be used to approximate TE [25][261. If the
IPB98(y,2) scaling is used I becomes, as can be seen in Table 7 very large.
In 281 estimated parameter values for some anticipated modes of operation for modest size 10 MA ST devices can be found. The largest of some
different expected values of the confinement enhancement H in equation
(42) is 3 H
12 is already measured in START. H
3 together with the
other chosen parameters in the program give n > nGreenwald in both the
Bscale = 1.55 and the Bscale = 126 case. Therefore somewhat smaller
values that give n.
nGreenwaid are used in the plasma, current calculations.
H
22 gives I = 97 MA in the Bscale
1.55 case and H = 215 together
with Bscale = 126 give I = 96 MA. Although the calculated currents are
large even in this cases they are much smaller than the current values that
IPB98(y,2) gives and hopefully possible to achieve. In the calculation of the
parameters in Table 7 that depends on the size of the current the smaller
more optimistic current values were used.
The last part of the program computes how much more or less electrical
output power that would be produced, if /d is changed. It also calculates
how much the electrical output power would change, if instead no direct
conversion is used and qth is increased.
Fig. 14 shows the electrical output power change divided by the original
electrical output power as a function Of'qd for the Bscal = 1.55 case, if the
power plant is run in the same way as before except that the output power
is increased or decreased as much as the produced electrical power.
In Fig. 15 the electrical output power change divided by the original
electrical output power as a function of tl,, if 'ad = 0, for the Bscale = 1. 55
case can be seen.
As discussed earlier TId is expected to be 50% for the DEC and TIM for
the LMMIID is expected to be
% to 61%. Because of the uncertainties
in the energy conversion efficiencies, it isn't possible to determine with the
help of Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 if the DEC or the LMMHD is the best energy
conversion option. A disadvantage for LMMHD together with an ordinary
divertor is however that the kinetic energy of the charged particles that enter
the divertor becomes heat energy in the divertor. In the DEC only part of
the kinetic energy of the charged particles that enter the DEC becomes heat
energy, since a large part of it is directly converted to electrical energy.

5. The spherical torus
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Figure 14: The electrical output power change divided by the original electrical output power as a function of
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Figure 15: The electrical output power change divided by the original electrical output power as a function Of'qth-
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5.3

DHe

fuel

The program for D_3He fuel works almost in the same way as the D-D program. There are however some differences. Equation

nHe

36) is replaced by

Ilefrac' (nH, + nD)

(43)

and all the particle confinement times are set to 18 s. The constant Hefrac
is set to 0.5. Just as in the D-D program scale

1.1 and Bscale = 1.55 was

chosen. The other start parameters were also the same as in the D-D case.
Fig. 16 shows a surface of solutions to equation
plane T

61000 eV. Since T

24) together with the

61000 eV appears to be a suitable tempera-

SCOOOI
WOODT
40000-

2000

0.3

0 25

2

F

Figure 16: A surface of possible combinations of

TE

and T together with

the plane T = 61000 eV.

ture, T is set to that value.
Fig.

17 illustrates that

That solution is chosen in the

0.29 and
D_3 He

TE

= 11 s is a possible solution.

program and the program then calcu-

lates some other parameters for the fusion reactor.
Table

the help of the program.

The right column of Table

eter values that the program gave if Bscal
Bscal

The centre column of

shows some parameter values that were calculated or chosen with
=

shows some param-

18 was used instead of

= 1.55.

As can be seen in Table 8 IPB98(y,2) gives very large plasma currents.
IPB98(yl) with H

= 285 gives I = 68 MA in the Bscale = 1.55 case and

IPB98(yl) with H = 27 together with Bscale = 1.18 give I

65 MA. The

smaller more optimistic current values are hopefully possible to achieve and
they were used in the calculation of the parameters in Table
on the size of the current.

that depends
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Figure 17: The solid line represents possible values of,3 and E. The dashed
line represents the combinations of and E that solves equation 35). The
dotted line represents values of and E that would give the recirculating
power fraction 035.

Parameters
Ion temperature (keV)
Electron temperature (keV)
Toroidal beta, 3 (%)
Energy confinement time, E (S)
Recirculating power fraction
Neutron wall load, P,,a,:N (MW/M 2)
Total ion density, n (10 20/M3)
Plasma current IPB98(y,2) (MA)
H for IPB98(yl)
Plasma current IPB98(yl) (MA)

Bscale =

n,/nGreenwald

Edge safety factor %dg,
Poloidal beta Toroidal beta
Bremsstrahlung power (MW)
Synchrotron radiation power (MW)
PradlPfus

Table 8: Parameters that the

D_3 He

.55
61
61
29
11
0.37
0.037
0.83
264
2.85
68
0.98
14
8.2
626
464

Bscale = 118
61
61
49
9.8
0.38
0.035
0.81
239
2.7
65
1.00
11
5.1
600
232

0.47

0.37

program gives.
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Just as in te D-D case the last part of the program computes how
much more or less electrical output power that would be produced, if d
is changed. It also calculates how much the electrical output power would
change, if instead no direct conversion is used and qth is increased.
Fig. 18 shows the electrical output power change divided by the original
electrical output power as a function Of 7d for the Bscale = .55 case if
the power plant is run in the same way as before except that the output
power is increased or decreased as much as the produced electrical power. In
01
08
06
O.D4
0 0

0 32

0 34

03

3

0.4

0 42

0
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0 6
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-0 08

- 12
- 14
- 1B
-0.18
0

Figure 18: The electrical output power change divided by the original electrical output power as a function Of 17d.

Fig. 19 the electrical output power change divided by the original electrical
output power as a function Of qth, 77 = 0, for the Bscal = .55 case can
be seen. Because of the uncertainties in the energy conversion efficiencies,
it isn't possible in the D_3He case either to determine if the DEC or the
LMMHD is the best energy conversion option.

6. Discussion
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Discussion

In 31 Rosenbluth and Hinton come to the conclusion that efficient direct
conversion isn't possible in closed field line systems and that open geometries,
which facilitate direct conversion, provide inadequate confinement for D_3He.
It is confirmed in this study that it doesn't seem possible to achieve as
high direct conversion efficiency in closed systems as in open systems. The
parameters that the Maple programs gave for the D-D ST and the D_3He
ST may perhaps, however, be achieved. Therefore an ST, that uses D-D
or D_3He fuel and direct conversion with DEC or energy conversion with
LMMHD, may be possible. Since the plasma current values that IPB98(y,2)
gives in the Maple programs are very large, better confinement than has
been obtained in experiments up to now seems to be required. Thus, further
experiments are needed, to determine if the expected H values in 281 and
the H values used in the Maple programs can be obtained.
Open fusion configurations may also have a chance. Reactor studies
indicate that a WHe FRC, that utilizes direct conversion, may become
more profitable than a D-T tokamak. One should remember that there are
uncertainties in the assumptions in the reactor studies, so FRC experiments
are needed to determine if an FRC can work as well as it is assumed in the
studies.
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Summary

When deuterium reacts with tritium, only 20% of the fusion energy is released as kinetic energy of charged particles. Therefore fusion reactions such
as the D-D reactions, the D_3He reaction and the p113 reaction, where a
larger part of the fusion energy becomes kinetic energy of charged particles,
appears more suitable for direct conversion. Since they have lower reactivity
than the D-T reaction, they need a larger OB02 to give sufficiently high fusion
power density.
Because a high
value is desirable, the ST may be the fusion configuration among the closed configurations that is best suited for other fusion
reactions than the D-T reaction. It is easier to build an ST for the D-'He
reaction than for the D-D reactions, but it is on the other hand harder to
obtain 'He than deuterium.
The parameters that the Maple programs gave for the D-D ST and the
D_3He ST are hopefully possible to achieve. The results from the D-D program indicate that
= 032 and TE = 5 s may be suitable for a D-D ST.
,3 = 029 and TE = 1 s may be adequate for a D_3He ST. A more detailed
study is however required to determine the needed parameters more precisely
and to calculate the COE.
The best energy conversion option for a D-D ST or a D_3 He ST appears
to be the DEC together with ordinary thermal conversion or the LMMHD.
It wasn't possible to determine which one of them that is the best, because
of uncertainties in their energy conversion efficiencies.
Among the open fusion configurations the FC appears most promising.
FRC plasmas have very high values. Artemis has, for example, the,3 value
90% and 7E = 209 s. Since an FRC plasma is surrounded by open magnetic
field lines, it is suitable for application of direct energy converters. VB
collectors and traveling wave direct energy converters can give a high energy
conversion efficiency. The VB collector has been experimentaly tested with
good result. Reactor studies indicate that the COE may become lower for a
D_3He FRC than for a D-T tokamak, but there are of course uncertainties
in the estimations of the COE.
For a D-T ST the LMMHD appears to be a better energy conversion
option than the DEC, but DEC together with ordinary thermal conversion
may be better than
ordinary thermal conversion. If for example 77d 0.5
and qth = 04, DEC together with ordinary thermal conversion gives 22%
higher electrical output power than ordinary thermal conversion, according
to the Maple program for the D-T ST. LMMHD gives, ifqth = 06 is possible,
-71% higher electrical output power than thermal conversion withqth = 04.
A conventional D-T tokamak doesn't appear better suited, than a D-T
ST, for direct conversion, so LMMHD seems more suitable than direct conversion for a conventional D-T tokamak as well.
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A. Maple program for D-T fuel

A

Maple program for D-T fuel
This program can be used to calculate reactor parameters for a D-T spherical torus power plant.
Some start parameters are set so that equation 1 in the pogram can be regarded as an equation
where only beta, TauE and T ate unknown. equationI holds, because the loss power equals the
heating power. A surface of solutions to equationl is plotted and a suitable T is chosen. After that
the combinations of beta and TauE that solve equation when T is set to the chosen value are
plotted. Then beta and TauE are set to suitable values and some other prameters are calculated.
> restart;
with (plots)
with(plottools):
readlib(mtaylor):

start parameters
> EfusDT:=27 .59*20'6*1.6022*IC^(
EfusDDn:3.27*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDDP:=4.03*10^6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDHe:=18.3*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
e:=1.6022*10^(-19):
mu:=4*Pi*20'(-7):
scale:=I:
Bscale:=I:
TauAsh:=4*2.4:
Radiz=scale*3-2:
b:=scale*2:
kappa:=3.7:
a:=kappa*b:
BO:=2-1*Bscale:
B:=1.7*BO:
R:=0.997:
EffTh:=0.4:
EffD:=O:
EffPin:=0.8:
Ptf:=329*10'6:
Fe:=1000*10'6:
Pout:,=(Pe+Ftf)

/

(2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b):

I variable that is used in the procedure check-9ols
I > error:=O:

Econstants that are used in the calculation of the reactivities
P
G-DT:=34.3827:
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mrc2_DT:=1124G56:
C1-DT:=1.17302*10'(-9):
c2-DT:=1.51361*101(-2):
C3-DT:=7.51886*10^(-2):
c4-DT:=4.60643*101(-3):
C5-DT:=1.35000*10^(-2);
C6-DT:=-1.06750*10'(-4):
C7-DT:=1.36600*10^(-5):
BG-DDp:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDp:=937814:
C1-DDp:=5.65718*10^(-12):
C2_DDp:=3.412b7*10'(-3):
C3-DDP:=1.99167'10^(-3):
C4-DDp:=O:
c5-DDp:=1.05060*10^(-5):
C6-DDp:=O:
C7-DDp:=O:
BG_DDn:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDn:=937814:
CI-DDn:=5.43360*101(-12):
c2_DDn:=5,85778*10-(-3):
C3-DDn:=7.68222*10'(-3):
C4-DDn:=O:
c5-DDn:=-2.9G400*101(-6):
C6-DDn:=O:
C7-DDn:=O:
BG_DHe:=68.7508:
mrc2-DHe:=1124572:
C1-DHe:=5.51036*10'(-10):
C2-DHe:=G.41918*10^(-3)c3-DHe:=-2.02896*10'(-3):
C4-DHe:=-1,91080*10'(-5):
C5-DHe:=1.35776*10^(-4):
C6-DHe:=O:
C7-DHe:=O:

The loss power equals the heating power. That gives equationl.
> Pfus:=nD*nT*ReacDT*EfusDT + nD^2/2*ReacDDn*EfusODn
nD'2/2*ReacDDP*EfusDDP 4- nD*nHe*ReacDHe*EfusDHe:
PfusN:=((2-45*10^611.6022110'(-19))/EfusDDn)
nD'2/2*ReacDDn*EfusDDn +
nD*nT*ReacDT*14.07*10'6*1-6022*10'(-19):
PfusCh:=Pfus-FfusN:
Pch:=(3/2)*e*(2*nT+2*nD+3'nHe+2*nP+3*nAlfa)*T/TauE:
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ecgs:=4.8032*10^(-10):
ccgs:=2.9979*10^10:
mecgs:=9.1C94*10'(-28):
wB:=ecgs*(B*10'4)/(mecgs*ccgs):
wO2:=4*Pi*(nE/1000000)*ecgs'2/mecgs:
pa:=aa*wO2/(ccgs*wB):
t:=T*e*10'7/(mecgs*ccgs'2):
Transp:=60*t^(3/2)/sqrt(pa):
aa:

=

100*b) / (

I-R)

* (14-X)

):

X:=(2*b/Radi)/sqrt(2*Pi*t):
PO:=wO2*wB'2*T*e*10'7/(3*Pi*ccgs'3):
Psy:=PO*Transp*1000000/(10^7):
nE:=nT+nD+2*nHe+2*nAlfa+nP:
Zeff:=(1^2*nT+1'2*nD4-2'2*nHe+2'2*nAlfa4-1'2*nF)/nE:
Pbr:=1-7*10^(-38)*Zeff*nE^2*sqrt(T).Prad:=Psy

+ Pbr:

equationl:=PfusCh
EffD*Pch

4- EffPin*(
-

Pout

Prad

EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
4- Pch:

the area that surrounds the plasma
>

k=(sqrt(a^2-b'2))/aArea:=int(

Radi*2*Pi*4*a*sqrt(

1-k'2*(sin(w))'2

),

w=O..Pi/2

the definition of the beta value
>

equation3:=beta=(n+nE)*e*T/(

nsols:=solve(equation3,
n : =nsol s

BO'2/(2*mu)

n):

The parameter combinations that solves equation4 gives the recirculating power fraction 035.
> equation4:=0.35=( ( EffTh*(Prad+FfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) 4- EffD*Fch
Pout ) + Ptf / (2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b) ) / (
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch

calculation of the reactivities
> theta-DT:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2_DT+(T/1000)*(C4_DT4-(T/1000)*C6_DT))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DT+(T/1000)*(C5_DT+(T/1000)*C7_DT))
s-DT:=(BG-DT'2/(4*theta-DT))'(1/3):
ReacDT:=CI-DT*theta_DT*sqrt( s_DT/(mrc2-DT*(T/1000)3)
exp(-3*s-DT) / 1000000:
ReacDT:=eva1f(ReacDT):
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theta_DDp:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DDp+(T/1000)'(C4-DDp+(T/1000)*C6_DDp))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DDp+(T/1000)*(C5-DDp+(T/2000)*C7-DDP))
s-DDp:=(BG-DDp'2/(4*theta_DDp))'(1/3):
ReacDDp:=CI_DDp*theta_DDp*sqrt( s_DDp/(mrc2_DDp*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s_DDp) / 1000000:
ReacDDp:=evalf(ReacDDp):
theta_DDn:=(T/2000)/
1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DDn+(T/1000)*(C4-DDn+(T/1000)*C6_D]Dn))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DDn+(T/1000)*(C5_DDn+(T/1000)*C7_DDn))
s-DDn:=(BG-DDn'2/(4*theta-DDn))(1/3):
ReacDDn:=Cl-DDn*theta_DDn*sqrt( s_DDn/(mrc2_DDn*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s_DDn) / 1000000:
ReacDDn:=evalf(ReacDDn):
theta_DHe:=(T/1000)/
1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DHe+(T/1000)*(C4_DHe4-(T/1000)*C6_DHe))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DHe+(T/1000)*(C5-DHe+(T/1000)*C7-DHe))
s-DHe:=(BG-DHe'2/(4*theta-DHe))(1/3):
ReacDHe:=CI-DHe*theta-DHe*sqrt(
s-DHe/(mrc2-DHe*(T/1000)-3)
exp(-3*s_DHe) / 1000000:
ReacDHe:=evalf(ReacDHe):

This procedure sets the densities to the values that they have if beta=beta-set-n and T=T-set-n.
> set_n:=proc(

beta_set_n

, T_set_n

global TauAsh, nT, nD, nHe, nAlfa,
ReacDDn, ReacDDp, ReacDHe,
sols:
local TauT, TauP, TauAlfa, TauHe:

)
nP,

beta,

T,

n,

ReacDT,

beta:=beta-set-n:
T:=T-set-n:
TauT:=TauAsh:
TauP:=TauAsh:
TauAlfa:=TauAsh:
TauHe:=TauAsh:
unassign(InT');
unassign(InD');
unassign('nHe');
unassign('nAlfa');
unassign('np');
sols:=[solve(jnT=nD,
nHe=(nD'2/2'ReacDDn-nD*nHe*ReacDHe)*TauHe,
nAlfa=(nT'nD*ReacDT4-nD*nHe*ReacDHe)*TauAlfa,
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nP=(nD*nHe*ReacDHe+nD'2/2*ReacDDp)*TauP,
inT, nD, nHe, nAlfa, n)]:
check-sols 3) :

n=nT+nD+nHe+nAlfa+nPl,

unassign(ITI);
unassign(I-betal);
end:

'Ibis procedure checks all the solutions in sols except the solution with number sol-nr and
increases error with one each time a solution is found where all the densities are greater than zero.
The densities are set to the values from the solution with number sol-nr. If ertor=0 at the end of
the program, all the solutions that were not chosen contained densities that were and/or <0.
> check-sols:=Proc( sol-nr
)
global error,
nT, nD, nHe, nAlfa,
local
nT_test, nD_test, nHe_test,
assign( sols[sol_nr]
nT-test:=nT;
nD-test:=nD;
nHe-test:=nHe;
nAlfa-test:=nAlfa;
nP-test:=nP;
j:=sol-nr-1;
if
j=
) then
while true
do
unassignflnV,
assign( sols[j]

j:=-I:

InD',
);

n,
sols:
nAlfa_test,

nP_test,

fi;

InHel,

InAlfal,

nP'):

if
( nT=nT-test and nD=nD-test and nHe=nHe-test and
nAlfa=nAlfa_test and nP=nP_test ) then break fi;
if
nT>O and nD>O and nHe>O and nAlfa>O and nP>O
then error:=error+l:
fi;
j:=j-1;
if
( j=

) then

j=-l:

fi;

od;
end:

> equation1-TauEbetaT:=proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,

TauE-eql

equationl:

, beta_eql

, Teql

j:
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set-n( beta_eql ,
_eql
RETURN(
ubs( T&uE-TauE_eql,
lbs(equationl)-rhs(equationl)

beta=beta-eql , T_eql

end:

> plot3d1:=implicitp1ot3d(
euationl-TauEbetaT=01,
0.25..0.55, 71000..30*1000
:

-10,

> plot3d2:=imp1icitplot3d( JT=160001, TauE-1_10, beta=0.25..0.55,
T-7*1000..30*1000, style-POINT, lightmodel-Ilight2f ):
display( jplot3d1,plot3d2j, labels=[1TauE1,1beta1,1'Vj,
axes-BOXED, orientation=[-140,82]
A suitable tempetatum is chosen.
>

_best:-16000;

T bst:= 16000

> equationl_TauEbeta:-proc(

TauE-eql , beta-eql

global T_best:
RETURN(

equationl-TauEbetaT(

TauE-eql , beta-eql

T-best

end:

> equation4_TauEbeta:-proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,

TauE-eq4 , beta-eq4

equation4,

set_n( beta-eq4 , T-best ):
RETURN(
subs( TauE=TauEeq4,
lhs(equation4)-rhs(equation4)

T-best:

beta=betaeq4

T=T-best

end:

> betal:=0.25:
beta2:=I:
TauEl:=0.1:
TauE2:=3:
nump:=50:
reso:-200:
plotl:=implicitplot( equationl-TauEbeta=O, TauEl..TauE2,
betal..beta2, numpoints=nump, resolution=reso ):
plot2:=impl1citplot( equation4-TauEbeta=O, TauEl..TauE2,
betal..beta2, numpoints=nump, resolution=reso, linestyle=2
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display(iplotl,

plot2j,
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Iabe1s=['TauEI,'beta'j);

I A suitable beta ad a suitable TauE is chosen.
> set-n
0418
Tbest
beta:=0.418:
TauE:=1.4:
T:=T-best:

EThis eWession
> evalf(

must not be negative.
EffTh*(Prad4-PfusN4-(I-EffD)*Pch)

4- EffD*Pch

- Pout

117104.507
the recirculating power fraction
> evalf(
(
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(2-EffD)*Pch)
+ EffD*Pch - Pout
Ptf
/ (2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b)
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
EffD*Pch
.3048193504
> evalf

(n)

.1393109125 1"

> A=evalf(

(nD*2+nT*3-.nAlfa*4+nHe*3+nP*I)/(n)
A = 2.580310407

E the calculation of the current
> II:=so1ve(jTauE=2.83 * 0.048*(
(III/1000000)'(0.85)*Radi^(1.2)*bl(0.3)*kappa^(0.5)*(
(nD4-nT+2*riA1fa)/(10'(20))
)'0.1*BO^(O2)*AI(0.5)
(2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b)*( PfusCh + EffPin*(
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch - Pout
)/1000000
)^(0.5)
IITIJ);
assign(II);
II:= (111=.2548542498 1081
> epsi1on:=I/(Radi/b):
CI:=1.22-0.68*epsi1on:
fsolve(fIII/(10'6)=(5*b*BO/qedge)*(CI*epsilon/(I-epsilon^2)'2)*(
(1+kappa'2)/2)1,
qedgej);
( qedg = 8098360301
poloidal beta toroidal beta
> ( 5*b*BO/(III/(10'6)
> nG:=evalf(

)2

((l+kappa^2)/2);

4.987083383
(III/1000000)/(Pi*h^2))*10'20
nG:=.2028065681 121

> evalf(nE/nG);

Ethe thermal wall
I > evalf(

load
2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b

.7238550352

* (Prad4-(1-EffD)*Pch)

Area
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Lthe

.1216545= 16'

eutwn wall load
> evalf( ( 2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b * PfusN

Area

A368907796 1'
the fusion power
> evalf(2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b * Pfuz);
.3518SW52 10'0
the bremsstrablung power
> evalf(2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b * Pbr);
.4774462380 IP
the synchmtrion radiation power
> evalf (2*Pi'2*Ftadi*a*b
> evalf(equationl);

Pay)
877997-5521
849798.165 = 837958.5261

> nT;

.6590002SD21e

> nD;

.6590002802le

> nHe;

.2052333909 10'7

> nAlf a;

.7471114697 10"

> nP;

.1921342558 10'7

if enmr=O, all the solutions that were not chosen in the procedure set-n contained densities w
were 0 andfor <0.
> error;
> evalf(Prad/Pfus);

.01381779166

> Pcomp:=EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)

+ EffD*Pch:

> unassign(IEffDI);
unassign('EffThl);
Pdifference:=((EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
Pcomp) * 2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b:
> EffTh:=0.4:
plot(jPdifference/Pej,
> EffD:=O:
unassign('EffTh');

EffD=0.3..0.6);

+ EffD*Pch

-
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L

plot(iPdifference/Pel,

EffTh=0-5..0.61);
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B

Maple program for D-D fuel
This program can be used to calculate reactor parameters for a D-D spherical torus power plant
Some start parameters are set so that quation in the program can be regarded as an equation
where only beta, TauE and T are unknown. equation I holds, because the loss power equals the
heating power. A surface of solutions to equation I is plotted and T is then chosen so that the beta
and the TauE needed to solve the equation become as sall as possible. After that the
combinations of beta and TauE that solve equationI when T is set to the chosen value are plotted.
Then beta and TauE are set to suitable values and some other parameters am calculated.
> restart;
with (plots)
with(plottools):
readlib(mtaylor):

E start parameters
> EfusDT:=17 .59*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfL3sDDn:=3.27*10^6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDDP:=4.03*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDHe:=18.3*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
e:=1.6022*10^(-19):
mu:=4*Pi*10'(-7):
scale:1.1:
Bscale:=1.55:
TauAsh:=12*2:
Radi:=scale*5-25:
b:=scale*3.75:
kappa:=3:
a:=kappa*b:
BO:=2-7*Bscale:
B:=1.7*BO:
R =0 9 97:
PmaxTh:=4.6*10'6:
EffTh:=0.4:
EffD:=0.5:
EffPin:=0.8:
Ptf:=50*10^6:
Pe:=1000*10^6:
Pout:=(Pe4-Ftf)

/

(2'Pi'2'Radi*a*b):

E variable that is used in the procedure check-sols
I> error:=O:
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I constants that are used in the calculation of the reactivities
> BG-DT:=34.3827:
mrc2-DT:=1124656:
CI-DT:=1-17302*10'(-9):
C2-DT:=1.51361*10'(-2):
C3-DT:=7.51886*10^(-2):
C4-DT:=4.60643*10'(-3):
C5-DT:=1.35000*10^(-2):
C6-DT:=-1.06750*10'(-4):
C7-DT:=1.36600*10'(-5):
BG-DDp:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDp:=937814:
Cl-DDP:=5-65718*10^(-12):
C2-DDP:=3.41267*10'(-3):
C3-DDP:=1.99167*10^(-3):
C4-DDp:=O:
C5-DDP:=1.05060*10^(-5):
C6-DDp:=O:
C7-DDP:=O:
BG-DDn:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDn:=937814:
CI-DDn:=5.43360*10^(-12):
C2-DDn:=5.85778*10^(-3):
C3-DDn:=7-68222*10'(-3):
C4-DDn:=O:
C5-DDn:=-2.96400*10^(-6):
C6-DDn:=O:
C7-DDn:=O:
BG-DHe:=68.7508:
mrc2-DHe:=1124572:
C1-DHe:=5.51036*10'(-10):
C2-DHe:=6.41918*10'(-3):
C3-DHe:=-2.02896*10'(-3):
C4-DHe:=-1-91080*10'(-5):
C5-DHe:=1.35776*10'(-4):
C6-DHe:=O:
C7-DHe:=O:

E Te loss power equals the heating power. That gives equations
> Pfus:=nD*nT*ReacDT*EfusDT + nD'2/2*ReacDDn*EfusDDn +
nD'2/2*ReacDDP*EfusDD + nD*nHe*ReacDHe*EfusDHe:
PfusN:=((2-45*10'6*1.6022*10^(-19))/EfusDDn)
nD'2/2*ReaeDDri*EfusDDn +
nD*nT*ReacDT*14.07*10^6*1.6022*10^(-19):
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PfusCh:-Pfus-FfusN:
Pch-=(3/2)*e*(2*nT+2*nD+3*nHe+2*nP+3*nAlfa)*T/TauE:
ecgs:-4.8032*10'(-10):
ccgs:=2.9979*10'10:
ntecgs:=9.1094*10'(-28):
wB:=ecgz*(B*10'4)/(mecgz*ccgs):
wO2:=4*Pi*(nE/1000000)*ecgs'2/mecgs:
pa:=aa*wO2/(ccgs*wB):
t:-T*e*10'7/(mecgs*ccgs'2):
TransP:=60*t'(3/2)/sqrt(pa):
aa:=(100*b)/( (1-R)*(l+X) ):
X:=(2*b/Radi)/sqrt(2*Pi*t):
PO:-wO2*wB'2*T*e*10'7/(3*Pi*ccgs'3):
Psy:=PO*Transp*1000000/(10'7):
nB:=nT+nD+2*nHe+2*nAlfa+nP:
Zeff:=(1'2*nT+1'2*nD+2'2*nHe+2'2*nAlfa+1'2*nP)/nE:
Pbr:=1.7*10'(-38)*Zeff*nEA2*sqrt(T):
Prad:-Psy + Pbr:
equationl:-PfusCh + EffPin*( EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
EffD*Pch - Pout
= Prad + Pch:

+

C The paramew combinations that solves equation2 gives precisely the maximum thermal load.
> k-=(sqrt(a'2-b'2))/a:
Area:-int(
Radi*2*Pi*4*a*sqrt( 1-k'2*(sin(w))'2
w=O..Pi/2
equation2:=2*Pi'2IRadi*a*b * (Prad+(I-EffD)*Pch)
PmaxTh
Area:

C the definition of the beta value
> equation3:-beta=(n+nE)*e*T/(
nsols:=solve(equation3, n):
n:=nsols:

BO^2/(2*mu)

The paramew combinations that slves equatiorA gives the recirculating power auction 0.35.
> equation4:=0.35-( ( EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch
Pout ) + Ptf
/ (2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b) ) / (
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(1-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch

calculation of the mactivities
> theta-DT:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2_DT+(T/1000)*(C4_DT+(T/1000)*C6.DT))
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1+(T/1000)-(C3-DT+(T/1000)*(C5-DT+(T/1000)*C7-DT))
s-DT:=(BG-I)T^2/(4*theta-DT))'(1/3):
ReacDT:=CI-DT*theta_DT*sqrt(
s_DT/(mrc2-DT*(T/1000)3)
exp(-3*s_DT) / 1000000:
ReacDT:=eva1f(ReacDT)-.
theta-DDp:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2_DDp+(T/1000)*(C4_DDp+(T/1000)*C6_DDp))
1+(T/1000)-(C3-DDp+(T/1000)*(C5_DDp+(T/1000)*C7-DDp))
s-DDp:=(BG_DDp^2/(4*theta_DDp))'(2/3):
ReacDDp:=Cl_DDp*theta-DDp*sqrt( s_DDp/(rnrc2-DDp*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DDp) / 1000000:
ReacDDp:=evalf(ReacDDp):
theta-DDn:=(T/1000)/( I-(
(T/1000)*(C2-DDn+(T/1000)*(C4-DDn+(T/1000)*C6_DDn))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DDn+(T/1000)*(C5_DDn+(T/1000)*C7_DDn))
s-DDn:=(BG-DDn^2/(4*theta-DDn))'(1/3):
ReacDDn:=Cl-DDn*theta-DDn*sqrt( s_DDn/(mrc2_DDn*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DDn) / 1000000:
ReacDDn:=eva1f(ReacDDn):
theta-DHe:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DHe+(T/1000)*(C4-DHe--(T/1000)*C6_DHe))
1+(T/1000)*(C3-DHe+(T/1000)*(C5-DHe+(T/1000)*C7-DHe))
s-DHe:=(BG-DHe'2/(4*theta-DHe))'(1/3):
ReacDHe:=CI-DHe*theta_DHe*sqrt(
s_DHe/(mrc2_DHe*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DHe) / 1000000:
ReacDHe:=evaIf(ReacDHe):

This procedure sets the densities to the values that they have if beta=beta-set-n and T=T-set-n.
> set
n=proc(
beta set n
T set n
global TauAsh, nT, nD, nHe, nAlfa,
ReacDDn, ReacDDp, ReacDHe, sols:
local
TauT, TauP, TauAlfa:
beta:=beta-set-n:
T:=T-set-n:
TauT:=TauAsh:
TauP:=TauAsh:
TauAlfa:=TauAsh:
unassigri(InTI)i
unassign('nDI)i
unassign('nHel);
unassign(InAlfal);

n,

beta,

T,

n,

ReacDT,
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unassign('nP');
sols:=[solve(inD'2/2*ReacDDn=nHe*nD*ReacDHe,
nT=( nD^2/2*ReacDDp
- nT*nD*ReacDT )*TauT,
nAlfa=(nT*nD*ReacDT+nD*nHe*ReacDHe)*TauAlfa,
nP=(nD*nHe*ReacDHe+nD'2/2*ReacDDp)*TauP,
n=nT+nD+nHe+nA1fa+nPj,
JnT, nD, nHe, nAlfa, n)j:
check-sols(4):
unassign(IT');
unassign('beta');
end:

This procedure checks all the solutions in sols except the solution with number sol-nr and
increases error with one each ti me a slution is found where all the densities are greater than zero.
The densities are set to the values from the solutio wh number sol-nr. If error=0 at the end of
the program, all the solutions that were not chosm contained densities that were
> check-sols:=Proc( sol-nr
)
global
local

error,

nT,

nT_test,

nD,

nHe,

nD_test,

nAlfa,

nHe_test,

nP,

sols:

nAlfa_test,

nP_test,

assign( sols[sol_nr]
nT-test:=nT;
nD-test:=nD;
nHe_test:=nHe;
nAlfa-test:=nAlfa;
nP-test:=nF;
j:=sol_nr-1;
if
j=
) then
while true
do
unassign('nT',
assign(

if

j:=-I:

fi;

'nD',

'nHe',

nT=nT-test

and

nD=nD-test

and

if

nT>O

then

error:=error+l:

and

nD>O

end:

j=

)

and

nHe>O
fi;

then

j:=-l:

and

nP=nP_test

j:=j-1;

od;

'nP'):

sols[j]

nAlfa=nAlfa-test

if

'nAlfa',

fi;

)

and

nHe=nHe-test
then

nAlfa>O

and/or <0.

and

break

and

fi;

nP>O

j:
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> equationI_TauEbetaT:=proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,
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TauE-eql

, beta_eql

, T_eql

equationi:

set_n( beta_eql , T_eql ):
RETURN(
subs( TauE=TauE_eql,
lhs(equationl)-rhs(equationl)

beta=beta_eql

, T=T-eql

end:

L
> plot3dI:=implicitp1ot3d(
equationl_TauEbetaT=01,
0-25-0.55,
10-1000..100*1000
:

-15,

> plot3d2:=implicitp1ot3d(
fT=410001, TauE=I..15, beta=0.25-0.55,
T=10*1000..100*1000, style=POINT, lightmodel='light2'
):
display( Jplot3dIplot3d2j,
labels=[ITauE',Ibeta',ITI],
axes=BOXED, orientation=[-140,82]
I A suitable temperature is chosen.
> Tbest:=41000;

T best:= 41000

> equationl-TauEbeta:=proc(

TauE_eql

, beta_eql

global Tbest:
RETURN(

equationl_TauEbetaT(

TauE_eql , beta_eql

T-best

end:

> equation2-TauEbeta:=proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,

TauE-eq2

equation2,

set_n( betaeq2
, Tbest
):
RETURN(
subs( TauE=TauE_eq2,
lhs(equation2)-rhs(equation2)

, beta-eq2

Tbest:

beta=betaeq2

end:

> equation4_TauEbeta:=proc(
global

TauE,

beta,

set_n( -eta_eq4

T,

, Tbest

TauEeq4

equation4,
):

, betaeq4

Tbest:

,

T=T-best
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RETURN(
zuba( TauE-TauE_eq4,
1hs(equation4)-rha(equation4)

beta=beta-eq4

, TT-best

end:

> betal:=0.25:
beta2:-I:
TauEl:=I:
TauE2:-15:
nump:=50:
reso:=200:
pjotj:-jmp1icitpIot(
equationl_2TauEbeta-0, TauEI..TauE2,
betal..beta2,
numpoints=nump, resolution=reso ):
pIot2:=imp1icitp1ot( equation4_TauEbeta-0, TauEl..TauE2,
betal..beta2,
numpoints=nump, resolution-reso,
linestyle=2
p1ot3:=imp1icitp1ot( equation2_TauEbeta-0, TauEI..TauE2,
betal..beta2,
numpoints=nump, resolution=reso, linestyle=3
display(jplotl,
plot2, plot3), 1abe1s=jITauEIIbetaIj);

L
A suitable beta ancl a suitable TauE is
> set-n
032
7_best
beta:-0.32:
TauE:=15:
T:-T_best:

osen.

This expression
st not be negative.
> evalf(
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)

+ EffD*Pch - Pout

102620.5777
the recirculating power fitaction
> evalf(
( ( EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(1-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch - Pout
Ptf
/ (2*Pi-2-Radi*a*b)
EffTh*(Prad+PfusW+(I-EffD)*Fch)
EffD*Pch

+
+

.3928917179
> evalf(n);
> A:=evalf(

.1596345033

0

(nD*2+nT*3+nAlfa*4+nHe*3+nP*I)/(n)

calculation of the want

A = 2126540673
with IPB9k,2)

> II:=fsolve(iTauE-0.0562*(III/1000000)'(0.93)*BO'(0.15)*(2*?i'2*R
adi*a*b*(Prad +
Pch)/1000000)'(-0.69)*(nE/(10'(19)))'(0.41)*A'(0-19)*Radil(I.97)
*(b/Radi)'(0.58)*kappa'(0.78)1,JIIII);
assign(II);
I/,= (111=.289WS8215 1091
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calculation of the current with IPB98(y, I) and R=2.2
> unassign(IITI');
H:=2.2:
II:=fsolve(iTauE=0.0503*H*(III/1000000)'(0.91)*BO(O.15)*(2*Pi-2
*Radi*a*b*(Prad +
Pch)/1000000)'(-0.65)*(nE/(10'(19)))^(0.44)*A'(0.13)*Radi'(2.05)
*(b/Radi)'(0.57)*kappa(0.72)1,JIIII);
assign(II);
II:= (111=.9730582764 le
> ei1on:=I/(Radi/b)CI:=1.22-0.68*epsiIon:
fsolve(IIII/(10'6)=(5*b*BO/qedge)*(CI*epsilon/(I-epsilon'2)'2)*(
(I+kappa^2)/2)i,
qedgej);
(qedge = 96967744321
poloidal beta/ tomidal beta
>
5*b*BO/(III/(20^6))
> nG:=evalf(

)2

((I+kappa'2)/2);

3.934333238
(III/1000000)/(Pi*h'2))*10^20
nG:=.1820292050

> evalf(nE/nG);
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.9979445499

C the thermal wall kmid
> evalf(
2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b * (Prad+(I-EffD)*Pch)
831113.4445
the neutron wall load
> evalf( ( 2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b * PfusN
Area
416544.2741
the fusion power
> evalf(2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b

*

fus);
.2652175226 1010

the bremsstrahlung power
> evalf(2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b

* Pbr);

.79332270577 10'
E the synchrotron radiation pwer
> evalf(2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b * Psy);
.2204327639 10'
> evalf(equationl);

394676.0974 = 397212.4927

> nT;

.4553672810 10"

> nD;

.1354462032 12'

> nHe;

Area
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.1712295066 16"
> nAlfa;
.30773U7319 10 19
> n

.3532674600 1019

If error=O, all the solutions that were not chosen in the procedure set-n contained densities that
were
nd/or 0.
> error;
> evalf(Prad/Pfus);

.38223712208

> Pcomp:=EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(l-EffD)*Pch)

+ EffD*Pch:

> unassign('EffD');
unassign('EffTh');
Pdifference:=((EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
Pcomp) * 2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b:

> EffTh:=0.4:
plot(jPclifference/Pej,
> EffD:=O:
unassign('EffThl);
plot(iLldifference/Pej,
>

EffD=0.3-0.6);

EffTh=0.5..0.61);

+ EffD*Pch)
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C

Maple program for DIHe fuel
'Ibis program can be used to calculate reactor parameters for a D-3He spherical torus power plant.
Some start parameters are set so that equation I in the program can be regarded as an quation
where only beta, TauE and T am unknown. quations holds, because the loss power equals the
heating power. A surface of solutions to equadonl is plotted and T is then chosen so that the beta
and the TauE receded to solve the equation become as sall as possible. After that the
combinations of beta and TauE that solve equation I when T is set to the chosen value are plotted.
Then beta and TauE are set to suitable values and some other parameters are calculated.
> restart;
with(plots):

with(plottools):
readlib(mtaylor):

star prameters
>

EfusDT:=17 . 59*1016*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDDn:=3.27*10'6*1.6022*10'(-19):
EfusDDP:=4-03*20'6*1.6022*10^(-19):
EfusDHe:=18.3*10'6*1-6022*10'(-19):
e:=1.6022*10'(-19)mu.-=4*Fi*10'(-7):
He-frac:=0.5:
scale:=1.1:
Bscale:=1.55:
TauAsh:=9*2:
Radi:=sca1e*5.25:
b:=scale*3.75:
kappa:=3:
a:=kappa*b:
BO:=2.7*Bscale:
B:=1.7*BO:
R:=0.997:
PmaxTh:=4.6*10'6:
EffTh:=0.4:
EffD:=0.5:
EffPin:=0.8:
Ftf:=50*10^6:
Pe:=1000*10'6:
Pout:=(Pe+LItf)

/

(2*Fi'2*Radi*a*b):

E variable that is used in the procedure check-sols
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> error:=O:

constants that are used in the calculation of the reactivities
> BG-DT:=34.3827:
mrc2-DT:=1124656:
C1-DT:=1.17302*10'(-9):
C2-DT:=1.51361*10'(-2):
c3-DT:=7.51886*101(-2):
C4-DT:=4.60643*10^(-3):
C5-DT:=1.35000*10^(-2):
C6-DT:=-1.06750*10'(-4):
C7-DT:=1.36600*10'(-5):
BG_DDp:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDp:=937814:
CI-DDP:=5.65718*10'(-12):
C2-DDP:=3.42267*10'(-3):
C3-DDP:=1.99167*10'(-3):
C4-DDp:=O:
C5-DDp:=1.05060*10'(-5):
C6-DDp:=O:
C7_DDp:=O:
BG-DDn:=31.3970:
mrc2-DDm:=937814:
CI-DDn:=5.43360*101(-12):
C2-DDn:=5.85778*10'(-3):
C3-DDn:=7.68222*10'(-3):
C4-DDn:=O:
C5-DDn:=-2.96400*10'(-6):
C6-DDri:=O:
C7-DDn:=O:
BG-DHe:=68.7508:
mrc2-DHe:=1124572:
CI-DHe:=5.51036*10'(-10):
C2-DHe:=6.41918*10^(-3):
C3-DHe:=-2.02896*10'(-3):
C4-DHe:=-1.91C80'10'(-5):
C5-DHe:=1.35776*10'(-4):
C6-DHe:=O:
C7-DHe:=O:

The loss power equals the heating power. That gives equationl.
> Pfus:=nD*nT*ReacDTIEfusDT + nD^2/2*ReacDDn*EfusDDn
nD^2/2*ReacDDP*EfusDD
+ nD*nHe*ReacDHe'EfusDHe:
PfusN:=((2.45*10'6*1.6022*20'(-19))/EfusDDn) *
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nD^2/2*ReacDDn*EfusDDn +
nD*nT*ReacDT*14.07*10'6*1.6022*101(-19):
PfusCh:=Pfus-PfusN:
Pch:=(3/2)*e*(2*nT+2*nD+3*nHe+2*nP+3*nAlfa)*T/TauE:
ecgs:=4.8032*10'(-10):
ccgs:=2.9979*10'10:
mecgs:=9.1094*10'(-28):
wS:=ecgs*(B*10'4)/(mecgs*ccgs):
wO2:=4*Pi*(nE/1000000)*ecgs^2/mecgs:
pa:=aa*wO2/(ccgs*wB):
t:=T*e*10^7/(mecgs*ccgs^2):
TransP:=60*t'(3/2)/sqrt(pa):
aa:=(100*b)/( (I-R)*(I+X) ).
X:=(2*b/Radi)/sqrt(2*?i*t):
PO:=wO2*wB'2*T*e*10^7/(3*Pi*ccgs^3):
Psy:=PO*Transp*2000000/(10^7):
nE:=nT+nD+2*nHe+2*nAlfa+nP:
Zeff:=(1'2*nT4-1'2*nD+2'2*nHe+2'2*nAlfa+1^2*nP)/nE:
Pbr:=1.7*10'(-38)*Zeff*nE^2*sqrt(T):
Prad:=Psy + Pbr:
equationl:=PfusCh + EffPin*( EffTh*(PracI+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch)
EffD*Pch - Pout
Prad + Pch:

+

EThe

parameter combinations that solves equation2 gives precisely the maximum thermal load.
> k=(sqrt(a'2-b'2))/a:
Area:=int( Radi*2*Fi*4*a*sqrt( I-k^2*(sin(w))'2
w=O..Pi/2
equation2:=2*Pi'2*RacIi*a*h * (Prad+(I-EffD)*Fch)
PmaxTh
Area:

I the definition of the beta value
> equation3:=,beta=(n4-nE)*e*T/(
nsols:=solve(equation3, n):
n:=nsols:

BO^2/(2*mu)

I The parameter combinations that solves equation4 gives the recirculating power fraction 035.
> equation4:=C.35=( ( EffTh*(PracI+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch
Pout ) + Ptf / (2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b) ) / (
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch

I calculation of the reactivities
I
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> theta-DT:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2_DT+(T/1000)*(C4_DT4-(T/1000)-C6_DT))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DT+(T/1000)*(C5_DT+(T/1000)*C7-DT))
s-DT:=(BG-DT'2/(4*theta-DT))'(1/3):
ReacDT:=CI-DT*theta-DT*sqrt( s-DT/(mrc2-DT*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DT) / 1000000:
ReacDT:=evalf(ReacDT):
theta_DDp:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DDP+(T/2000)*(C4-DDP+(T/1000)*C6_DDp))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DDp+(T/1000)*(C5_DDp+(T/1000)*C7_DDp))
s_DDp:=(BG-DDp^2/(4*theta_DDp))^(1/3):
ReacDDp:=CI-DDp*theta_DDp*sqrt( s_DDp/(mrc2_DDp*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s_DDp) / 1000000:
ReacDDp:=evalf(ReacDDp):
theta_DDn:=(T/1000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DDn+(T/1000)*(C4-DDn+(T/1000)*C6_DDn))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DDn+(T/1000)*(C5_E)Dn+(T/2000)*C7_DDn))
s-DDn:=(BG-DDn'2/(4*theta-DDn))^(1/3):
ReacDDn:=Cl-DDn*theta_DDn*sqrt( s_DDn/(mrc2_DDn*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DDn) / 1000000:
ReacDDn:=evalf(ReacDDn):
thet:a-DHe:=(T/l000)/( 1(
(T/1000)*(C2-DHe+(T/1000)*(C4-DHe-(T/1000)*C6_DHe))
1+(T/1000)*(C3_DHe+(T/1000)*(C5-DHe+(T/1000)*C7-DHe))
s_DHe:=(BG_DHe'2/(4*theta-DHe))'(1/3):
ReacDHe:=Cl-DHe*theta_DHe*sqrt( s_DHe/(mrc2-DHe*(T/1000)'3)
exp(-3*s-DHe) / 1000000:
ReacDHe:=evalf(ReacDHe):

This procedure sets the densities to the values that they have if beta--beta-set-n and T=T-set-n.
> set_n:=proc( beta_set_n , T_set_n )
global TauAsh, nT, riD, nHe, nAlfa,
ReacDDn, ReacDDp, ReacDHe, sols:
local TauT, TauP, TauAlfa:
beta:=beta-set-n:
T:=T-set-n:
TauT:=TauAsh:
TauF:=TauAsh:
TauAlfa:=TauAsh:
unassign('nV);
unassign('nD');

nP,

beta,

T,

n,

ReacDT,

fuel
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unassign(InHe');
unassign(InAlfa');
unassign(InPI);
sols:=[solve(inHe=He_frac*(nHe+nD),
nT=( nD^2/2*ReacDD
nT*nD*ReacDT )*TauT,
nAlfa=(nT*nD*ReacDT+nD*nHe*ReacDHe)*TauAlfa,
nP=(nD*nHe*ReacDHe+nD^2/2*ReacDDp)*Tau?,
n=nT+nD+nHe+nAIfa+nPj,
JnT, nD, nHe, nAlfa, n2j)]:
check-sols(3):
unassign(IT');
unassign('beta');
end-

This procedure checks all the solutions in sols except the solution with number sol-nr and
increases errorwith one each time a solution is found where all the densities are greater then zero.
The densities are set to the values from the solution with number l-nr. Iferror=0 at the end of
the program, all the solutions that were not chosen contained densities that were andfor <0.
> check-sols:=Proc(
sol-nr
)
global error,
nT, nD, nHe, nAlfa,
local nT_test, nD_test, nHe-test,
assign( sols[sol_nrl
nT-test:=nT;
nD_test:=nD;
nHe_test:=nHe;
nAlfa-test:=nAlfa;
nP-test:=n?;
j:=sol_nr-1;
if
j=
) then
while true
do
unassign(InT',
assign( sols[j

j=-I:

InD',
);

nP, sols:
Alfa_test,

nP_test,

fi;

'nHeI,

InAlfa',

InP'):

if
nT=nT_test and nD=nD_test and nHe=nHe_test
nAlfa=nAlfa-test and nP=nP-test ) then break fi;

and

if
( nT>O and nD>O and nHe>C and nAlfa>O and nP>O
then error:=error+l:
fi;
j:=j-1;
if
( j=
od;

) then

j:=-I:

fi;

j:
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end:

>equation1-TauEbetaT:-proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,

TauELeql , beta-eql

, T_eql I

equationl:

set_n( betaeql
, Teql ):
RETURN(
ubs( TauE=TauE_---ql,
lhs(equationl)-rha(equationl)

beta=beta_eql

, T_eql

end-

>plot3dI:-impIicitplot3d(
equationl-TauEbetaT-01,
0.25-0.55, 10-1000..100*1000 ):

1-10,

>plot3d2:=imp1icitpIot3d( JT=610001, TauE=1-10, beta=0.25..0.55,
T=10*1000..100*1000, style=POINT, lightmodel=llight2
):
display( jplot3d1,pIot3d2), Iabels=[ITauEIIbetaIITI),
axes=BOXED, orientation=[-140,82]
A suitable temperature is chosen.
> Tbest:=61000;

T bt:=

61000

> equation1-T&uEbeta:=proc(

TauE_eql , beta_.eql

global T_)Dest:
RETURN(

equationl_TauEbetaT( TauE-eql , beta-eql

T__best

end:

>equation2-TauEbeta:=proc(
global TauE,

beta,

T,

TauE-eq2 , beta__eq2

equation2,

set_n( betaeq2 , T-best ):
RETURN(
subs( TauE=TauE-eq2,
Ihs(equation2)-rhs(equation2)

Tbest:

beta=betaeq2 , T=T-best

end:

> equation4-TauEbeta:=proc(
global TauE,

beta, T,

TauE-eq4 , beta-eq4

equation4,

T-best:
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set_n( betaeq4 , T best :
RETURN(
subs( TauE=TauE_eq4,
1hs(equation4)-rhs(equation4)
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beta=beta-eq4

T=T-best

end:

> betal:=0.25:
beta2:=I:
TauEl:=I:
TauE2:=15:
nump:=50:
reso:=200:
plotl:=implicitplot( equationl-TauEbeta=O, TauEl..TauE2,
betal.-beta2, numpoints=nump, resolution=reso
:
pIot2:=impIicitpIot( equation4_TauEbeta=O, TauEl..TauE2,
betal..beta2, numpoints=nump, resolution=reso, linestyle=2
pIot3:=impIicitpIot( equation2-TauEbeta=O, TauEl..TauE2,
betal-beta2, numpoints=nump, resolution=reso, linestyle=3
display(jplotl, plot2, plot3j, Iabe1s=['TauE',IbetaI]);

A suitable beta ad a suitable TauE is chosen.
> set-n
029
Tbest
beta:=0.29:
TauE:=10.9:
T:=T-best:

This expression must not be negative.
> evalf( EffTh*(Prad4-FfusN4-(I-EffD)*Pch)

+ EffD*Pch - Pout

94210.0313
E the recirculating power firaction
• evalf( ( ( EffTh*(FracI+PfusN+(I-EffD)*Pch) + EffD*Pch - Pout
Ptf / (2*Fi^2*Radi*a*b)
EffTh*(Prad+PfusN+(1-EffD)*Pch)
EffD*Fch
.3743005341
> evalf (n)
• A:=evalf(

+
+

.8275342065 0
(nD*2+nT*3+nAlfa*4+nHe*3+nP*I)/(n)

A = 2498713977
calculation of the current wth IPB98(y,2)
> II:=fsolve(iTauE=0.0562*(III/1000000)^(0.93)*BO^(0-15)*(2*Pi^2*R
adi*a*b*(Prad +
Pch)/1000000)'(-0.69)*(nE/(10'(19)))'(0.41)*A'(0.19)*Radi'(1.97)
*(b/Radi)'(0.58)*kappa^(0.78)1,JIIII);
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ass igri (II)

II:=

11 =.2635367309

I

calculation of the current wth IPB98(yl) and H=2.85
> unassignVIII,)i
H:=2A5:
II:=fsolve(iTauE=0.0503*H'(III/1000000)^(0.91)*BO'(0.15)*(2*Pi'2
*Radi-*a*b*(Prad +
Pch)/1000000)^(-0.65)*(nE/(10'(19)))'(0.44)*A'(0.13)*Radi'(2.05)
l(b/Radi)'(0.57)*kappa^(0.72)1,JIII);
assign(II);
II:= (111=.6750584683
I
> epsi1on:=1/(Radi/b):
CI:=1.22-0.68*epsi1on:
fsolve(JIII/(10'6)=(5*b*BO/qedge)*(CI*epsilon/(l-epsilon'2)'2)*(
(I+kappa'2)/2)1, Jqedgej);
( qedge = 13.9r-n34723 I
poloidal beta toroidal beta
>
5*b*BO/(III/(10^6))
> nG:=evalf(

)'2

((1+kappa'2)/2);

8.174591593
((III/1000000)/(Pi*b'2))110^20
nG

> evalf(nE/nG);

-1262826280

121

.9821121973

the thermal wall load
> evalf(
2*Pi'2*Radi*a*]D

(Prad+(1-EffD)*Pch)
949128.1743

Ethe

eutron wall load
> evalf( ( 2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b

PfusN

Area

36977.96428
the fusion power
> evalf(2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b

* Pus);
.2320542392 10

the bremsstrahlung power
> evalf(2*Pi^2*Radi*a*b

* Pbr);
.6259284181 10'

the synchrotron radiation power
> evalf(2*Pi'2*Radila*b

*

sy);
.4635664861 10 9

> evalf(equationl);
> nT;
> nD;

461440.8572 = 465337.7346
.1064230388 1018

Area
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.3889356755 le
> nHe;

.3889356755 le

> nAlfa;

.2376719759 10"

> nP;

.2483142798 10"

If error=O, all the solutions that were not chosen in the procedure set-n contained densities that
were 0 "/or <0.
> error;
> evalf(Prad/Pfus);

.4695001092

> Pcomp:=EffTh*(Prad+PfusN4-(l-EffD)*Pch)

+ EffD*Pch:

> unassign(IEffDI);
unassign('EffThl);
Pdifference:=((EffTh*(Prad+PfusN4-(I-EffD)*Pch)
Pcomp) * 2*Pi'2*Radi*a*b:

> EffTh:=0.4:
plot(jPdifference/Pej,
> EffD:=O:
unassign('EffTh');
plot(jPdifference/Pej,

E>

EffD=0.3_0.6);

EffTh=0.5..0.61);

+ EffD*Pch)

